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z. Any person deeming himself aggrieved by this Order may appeal against this Order to
the Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, Ahmedabad Bench within
three months from the date of its communication. The appeal must be addressed to the
Assistant Registrar, Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, 2nd Floor,
Bahumali Bhavan, Nr. Girdhar Nagar Bridge, Girdhar Nagar, Asarwa, Ahmedabad -
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in sub-rule (2) of Rule 3 of the Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982. lt shall be filed in
quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order
appealed against (one of which at least shall be certified copy). All supporting documents
of the appeal should be forwarded in quadruplicate.
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7. An appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment of 7.5o/o of the duty
demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where penalty

alone is in dispute".
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a. The copy of this order attached therein should bear an appropriate court fee stamp as
prescribed under the Court Fees Act, 1870.

Sub: Show Cause Notice No.DR|/CZU|TTNA/|lll48l04llnl-112019 issued by the
Additional Director General, Directorate of Revenue lntelligence, Chennai Zonal unit,

Chennai to (i) M/s Nandan Petrochem Ltd. (ii) Shri Nandan Agarwal, Director of (iii) M/s

M.R. Shipping Pvt. Limited. and (iv) M/s A.S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd.
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BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE:

M/s Nandan PetroChem Limited, having registered office at C-201, Lotus

Corporate Park, Ram Mandir Lane, Jay Coach Junction, Western Express Highway,

Goregaon (East), Mumbai-400063 lEC : 03920626821 (herein-after referred to as

NPCL), engaged in the manufacture of lubricants, industrial oils and greases for which

the raw materials are base oil, Urea (Technical Grade) and additives, are importing

Urea through various ports for industrial purpose. The PAN No. of NPCL is

AAACN1199G. M/s NPL Bluesky Automotive Private Limited (NBAPL for brevityl, their

sister concern situated in the same address are mainly engaged in the manufacture of

Diesel Exhaust Fluid in the name of "AdBlue", for which Urea (Technical Grade) is the

main raw material. Shri Nandan Agarwal is the Managing Director for both the

companies who is handling the entire dayto-day activities of the companies.

2. Based on a specific intelligence developed by the officers of Directorate of

Revenue lntelligence, Tuticorin Regional Unit (DRI-TTN, in short) to the effect that M/s

Nandan Petrochem Limited, who are engaged in the manufacture of lubricants.

industrial oils and greases, had imported "SCR Urea (Selective Catalytic Reduction

Urea)" through various ports availing ineligible IGST duty benefits under notification

No.55/2018-Customs dated 2610712018, which is intended/eligible for FMEs (Fertilizer

marketing Entities) only, investigation was initiated against them by DRI-TTN.

2.1 ln pursuance of the said intelligence, summons was issued to M/s NPCL to which

Shri Rahesh Kumar, Deputy General Manager (EXIM) an Authorized Signatory of M/s.

NPCL along with Shri Jasprit Singh Mattu [Manager SCM], based on the letter of

Authority dated 19/08/2019 issued by Shri Nandan Agarwal, Managing Director of M/s

NPCL, appeared before the lnvestigating Officer on 2110812019 and submitted the

documents relating to their import of "UREA TECH GRADE, SCR UREA [For lndustrial

Usel" for the period from August 2018 to July 2019, as prerequisite in the summons, for

verification.

2.2 Preliminary verification of the documents revealed that

i. M/s NPCL regularly filed Bills of Entry at various ports viz., ICD-Sonipat,

Chennai Sea port, Kolkata Sea port, Mundra Port, Nhava Sheva Sea Port and

ICD-Tumb. Major Bills of Entry were cleared though ICD-Tumb and ICD-

Sonipat;

ii. M/s NPCL had filed totally 15 Bills of Entry for the clearance of "SCR Urea and

Tech Grade Urea both for lndustrial Purpose, out of which 5 Bills of Entry

through |CD-Sonipat, two Bills of Entry through Chennai Sea port, One Bill of

Entry each through Kolkata Sea Port, Nhava Sheva Sea Port and Mundra Port

and 5 Bills of Entry through ICD-Tumb;

iii. On perusal of the Bills of Entry, it was observed that M/s NPCL had filed Bills

of Entry for the clearance of SCR Urea [Selective Catalytic Reduction] and

I
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Prilled Urea for industrial use under CTH 3102 1000, imported from China and

Saudi Arabia, for home consumption;

iv. M/s NPCL had claimed Exemption Notification No.55/2018-Customs dated

2610712018 in some Bills of Entry and availed the IGST duty benefits intended

for FMEs [Fertilizer Marketing Entities] and in certain cases, M/s NPCL had

not availed/claimed the IGST exemption notification benefits.

v. After issue of the above notification, M/s NPCL filed 5 Bills of Entry availing the

benefits of the said Notification and the details of port-wise Bills of Entry

pertaining to the imports made by M/s NPCL through ICD-Tumb, Chennai Sea

Port and Mundra Port are furnished in Annexure-llA, Annexure-llB and

Annexure-llC, respectively to the show cause notice issued in this regard

vi. The study of company's profile and their manufacturing product viz.,

Lubricants, industrial oils and greases indicated that M/s NPCL is a major

player in the automotive industry and in no way connected to the fertilizer

sector.

vii. M/s NPCL is a major OEM [Original Equipment Manufacturer] supplier to

manufacturers like M/s Kirloskar Engines, Bosh, Escorts, Lucas, etc.

viii.The Notification No.55/2018-Customs dated 2610712018 seeks to exempt

IGST on urea, computed on value, in excess of the value over and above

which Ministry of Chemical and Fertilizers/ Department of Fertilizers sells urea,

falling under tariff item 31 021000, to Fertilizer Marketing Entities (FMEs) on

High Sea sale basis (commonly known as "Pool lssue Price").

ix. From the very wording of the notification it appeared clear that the exemption

is meant for urea imported by Fertilizer Marketing Entities in order to keep the

price of imported urea competitive and hence it appeared that M/s NPCL, an

industrial user of Urea, are not eligible for the IGST duty benefits under the

Notification No.55/201 8-Customs dated 2610712018 as claimed by them

2.3 lnvestigation was started and Shri Rahesh Kumar, Deputy General Manager,

NPCL was examined under section 108 of the Customs Act, 1962 and his statements

daled 2110812019 & 2210812019 were recorded under the Customs Act, 1962 wherein

he deposed that

; he was looking after the lmport and export activities relating to M/s NBAPL

> NCPL was mainly engaged in the manufacture lubricants, industrial oils and

greases for which raw materials are base oil & additives

i they were procuring the raw materials indigenously and also doing imports

through various ports

)> their OEM customers were Kriloskar Engines, Bosh , Escorts, Lucas

i two months back, he joined in M/s NPCL and was looking after the activitres

relating to the imports and exports of both the companies, i.e., NpCL and

2
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NBAPL, with the assistance of Shri Jasprit Singh, Manager (Supply Chain) who

was in NPCL for the past five years

l they were clearing imported Urea through seven ports, vlz., Nhava Sheva Port,

ICD-Tumb, ICD-Sonipat, Kolkata Port, Chennai Port, Mundra Port and ICD-

Bangalore, since they were having factories there

) after placing the orders for the import of raw materials from the foreign suppliers,

as per their requirement, they received the import documents such as lnvoice,

Packing List, Bill of Lading etc. as per their terms and conditions; that as soon as

they received the documents and as per their planning of arrival of the

consignment, they used to forward the import documents to their CHAs in the

concerned ports nominated by them for filing of Bills of Entry, based on the

documents provided by them

F on receipt of the documents, their CHAs tracked the consignment with the

shipping line and kept them informed about the arrival of the consignment, and

made arrangements for clearances and also informed the shipping line charges,

handling and delivery charges, delivery orders etc.

)> that thereafter, their CHAs shared the check list for confirmation of the details for

filing the Bill of Entry and at that time, they checked the basic information such as

invoice no., quantity, value, duty structure and factory address etc.

)> their CHAs looked after the customs formalities relating to examination,

assessment, payment of duty and notification updates, if any; that finally, on their

approval, the CHA filed the Bill of Entry online in ICEGATE and they did not insist

them to declare their products in any specific Customs Tariff Heading

) they were classifying their product 'SCR Urea Tech Grade' under CTH 31021 000

and'Base oil' under CTH 27101960

> that usually, they monitored the process of filing the Bill of Entry with regular

communication, as there was levy of penalty for late filing beyond the stipulated

period

) after filing the Bill of Entry, the duty amount was paid online through ICEGATE,

as informed by the CHA

> based on the payment challan provided by them, they cleared the consignments

from Customs.

2.3.1 Shri Rahesh Kumar further stated that ;

! as he said earlier, they forwarded the import documents to the concerned CHAs

for filing the Bills of Entry in the respective ports

), accordingly, cHAs filed the Bills of Entry on behalf of them, after approval given

by them [importer] based on the check lists provided by cHAs before filing the

Bills of Entry

) that they were not aware of the concession under notification No.55/201g dated

2610712018 which was available for import of urea and as a routine, they were

3
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filing the Bills of Entry without availing any exemption for their product as they did

earlier; however, during November 2018, one of their CHAs, viz., M/s

M.R.Shipping informed them about the updationi implementation of the above

mentioned exemption notification, which related to the import of Urea, in the EDI

system and gave a suggestion to file the Bill of Entry with the said exemption,

since there would be some concession/ benefits in payment of duty

> the CHA also informed that they had already consulted with some of the customs

officials and assured that there would not be any problem in availing the benefit

under the Notification No. 55/2018 and further informed them that in the

ICEGATE website also, the exemption notification was figuring in the column for

entering the details while filing the Bill of Entry; that since the notification related

to the import of their product 'Urea', they felt that the notification was applicable

to their import also

) in agreement with the suggestion given by the CHA, they informed the CHA to

file the Bill of Entry, availing the notification No.55/2018 daled 2610712018 and

accordingly, their CHA, M/s M.R.Shipping filed two Bills of Entry i.e. 8935102

dated 20.1 1 .2018 in the name of s NPCL and 8973700 daled 231111201 B in the

name of NPL Bluesky Automotive Pvt. Ltd. availing exemption under notification

no.55/2018 at Tumb-lCD and got the import consignment cleared without any

query

) subsequently they filed 2 Bills of Entry availing the benefit at ICD-Tumb till date

inclusive of the above said bill of entry.

) the CHA had not guided them correctly as to whether the exemption notificatron

was eligible for them and they had also not enquired about the eligibility of the

notification for their company

> the Bill of Entry was cleared under exemption notification without any problem,

hence, they discussed with their CHAs in other ports and asked CHA to file the

Bills of Entry availing the said exemption notification, on the belief that they were

also eligible for the benefit under the above notification

) accordingly, they got the import consignments cleared vide Bill of Entry No.

9259931 dated 14.12.2018 through Chennai port and Bill of Entry No. 9520638

dated 4.1.2019 and9524439 dated 4.1.2019 in the name of NPCL and got the

consignments cleared through Chennai & Mundra Port, respectively

l after that they had paid the entire duty without availing the said exemption for the

subsequent import consignments cleared through Kolkata Port, ICD-Sonipat and

Nhava Sheva Port, except for the Bills of Entry filed and cleared through ICD-

Tumb.

) when cHA informed about the implementation and updation of the notification in

the EDI system, they discussed the issue with the CHA and felt that the said

notification was commonly applicable for the import of Urea, as suggested by

4
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CHA, hence, gave consent to their CHAs to file the Bills of Entry availing the

exemption notification

) initially, they were not aware of the said notification and as suggested by the

CHA, they made payments based on the calculation prepared by CHAs

) later, he enquired their CHA who primarily suggested to avail the exemptron

notification and learnt that the duty structure for payment of IGST duty was

calculated on the basis of 'Pool Issue Price' issued by the Ministry of Chemicals

& fertilizers [Department of Fertilizers] applicable to the importers as per the

conditions stipulated in the notification

2.3.2 Shri. Rahesh Kumar further stated that he was submitting the copy of the letter

No.11011/5/2018-Ship-ll dated 0710812018 issued to the CMD/MD, of all FMEs by the

Assistant Commissioner(Movement), Department of Fertilizers, Shastri Bhawan, New

Delhi and they admitted that as perthe notification no.55/2018 daled2610712018, they

were not eligible for such exemption since they were the end users of the imported

goods v2., 'SR Urea-Tech Grade' for industrial purpose.

) they had not registered their company with the Department of Fertilizers since

they were not having any kading activities of their import goods in the local

market and they were in no way connected with the fertilizer sector moreover, the

imported goods, i.e Urea Tech Grade, was the main raw material for their own

manufacture of the product AdBlue-Diesel Exhaust Fluid and they were the major

players in the automotive industry in manufacturing the advanced technology

based product having registered trademark 'AdBlue' owned by the German

Association of the Automotive lndustry ffDA)
> 'Urea' imported by them through different Ports were one and the same, though

described by the suppliers in their invoices as per their nomenclature viz.,'Urca

Tech grade', 'SCR Urea FIU', 'SCR Urea', 'Urea Tech grade 158' and

'Automobile Grade Urea'

) 'Urea' imported was the raw material for manufacture of 'Adblue - Diesel

Exhaust Fluid' and they had imported Urea, only for that purpose.

i he accepted that they were no way connected with the fertilizer sector as they

were the sole manufacturer of a Special product by name "AdBlue Diesel

Exhaust Fluid" for Automotive lndustry

> they had not registered their Company with the Department of Fertilizer and

hence they were not eligible for the exemption notification 55/2018 dated

26t07t2018

) the department had pointed out was correct and they had not noticed the mistake

and it happened inadvertently

) that the Bills of Entry were filed as per the suggestion rendered by the CHA and

they got assessed with the exemption notification as a routine procedure

5
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) they had not monitored/analysed the payment of duty for their import

consignments in various ports and also not claimed applicability of the exemption

benefits for them where they had not availed the exemption, as they were not

having clarity in the issue.

) he admitted their mistake in wrongly availing IGST exemption benefits vide

Notification No.55/201 8 dated 261071201 B, which was not applicable for them

> it was not done intentionally, since the difference was only in IGST amount

payable and any way the IGST amount paid would be available as input credit

F he accepted that the mistake happened inadvertently due to their incomplete

knowledge on the applicability of the benefit of the above notification, in their

case

> they assured that they would calculate the differential duty payable for the Urea

imported in the name of M/s NBAPL, by avalling the benefit under Notification

No. 55/2018 daled261071201B and pay the same with interest, immediately and

requested to take a lenient view in that regard.

2.3.4 On scrutiny of details of imports made by NPCL it was noticed that NPCL had

filed five Bills of Entry on 4.1 .2019 in different Ports [one Bill of Entry at each port i e.,

ICD-Tumb, ICD- Sonipat, Chennai Sea Port, Mundra and Nhava Sheva Sea Portl in

which M/s NPCL had claimed and availed the exemption notification no.55/2018 dated

2610712018 only for the Bills of Entry filed at ICD-Tumb [BE no. 9515884], Chennai Sea

[Bill of Entry No. 9520638] and Mundra Port [Bill of Entry No. 9524439] and they had

not availed the exemption in the Bills of Entry filed at |CD-Sonipat and Nhava Sheva

Port which tends to indicate that they had intentionally filed the Bills of Entry availing the

benefits of the exemption notification, in the Ports, where no objection had been raised

and avoided filing the Bill of Entry with exemption in other ports. When Shri Rahesh

Kumar was asked to explain the reason for the inconsistency in filing the Bill of Entry

with exemption notification and without exemption on the particular day i.e , 4 1 2019.

he, after perusal of the Bills of Entry shown to him, stated that ,

> they had asked their CHAs to file the Bills of Entry as a routine process and they

had not specifically instructed to file the Bill of Entry under exemption notificatron

at the time of verifying the check list;

)> since the earlier Bills of Entry were cleared with exemption notification in ICD-

Tumb, Chennai Sea Port and Mundra Port, their CHAs might have filed the Bill of

Entry based on the previous clearance;

i as regards ICD Sonipat and Nhava Sheva Port, he did not know the exact reason

for filing the Bill of Entry without exemption notification and they had not cross

checked the issue;

) till date, they were filing the Bills of Entry without availing exemption notificatron

no. 55/20'18 and cleared the import goods on payment of appropriate duty,

except ICD-Tumb, where they continued to claim the benefit.
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2.3.5 From the statement of Shri Rahesh Kumar and the pattern of filing the Bills of

Entry by NPCL, it appeared that after the implementation of the IGST Exemption

Notification No.55/2018 daled 2610712018, NCPL filed the Bills of Entry without availing

the said exemption notification at |CD-Sonipat, Kolkata and ICD-Tumb till 08/1 1/2018.

Thereafter, during November 2018, they started claiming the IGST exemption at ICD-

Tumb, Kolkata and Mundra Port [one Bill of Entry in each port] and got the

consignments cleared with IGST duty benefits. Thereafter, NCPL & M/s NPL Bluesky

Automotive P\i.t, Ltd. continuously filed the Bills of Entry claiming the IGST Exemption

Notification No.55/2018 daled261071201B at ICD-Tumb whereas M/s NPCL did not file

the Bill of Entry with the said notification at any other ports. As most of the Bills of Entry

were RMS facilitated bills, the Bills of Entry were cleared without any query which

clearly indicated that the Bills of Entry were cleared on self-assessment basis, based on

the documents/details filed by the importer with the Customs. M/s NPCL utilised the

facility in their favour and managed to clear the goods with the exemption benefits

Further, from the deposition of Shri Rahesh Kumar, it appeared that they had filed the

Bill of Entry with exemption notification as suggested by their CHAs and knowingly

availed the IGST duty benefits wherever the exemption benefit was extended for their

imports.

2.4 Statement of Shri Rajkumar Govind Das Baheti, Managing Director of M/s M R

Shipping Private Ltd., Customs Broker operating at Nhava Sheva, ICD-Tumb and

Mundra Port was recorded on 18.9.2019 wherein he stated that;

) they had filed 7 Bills of Entry on behalf of M/s NPCL out of which 2 BoEs were

filed with the said exemption Notification no.55i2018 daled 261071201B at ICD-

Tumb for clearance of 'SCR Urea Technical Grade'

)> as regards Mundra Port they had filed 2 Bills of Entry out of which one Bill of

Entry was filed with exemption notification no. 55/2018 dated 26.7.2018

) they had filed three Bills of Entry at Nhava Sheva port and no exemption was

claimed.

> he agreed that there was inconsistency in claiming the exemption notificatron as

pointed out by DRI

> NPCL had authorised them to act as a customs clearing agent and to do

necessary formalities with customs to clear all import consignments arriving at

Nhava Sheva, Mundra and ICD-Tumb

i they, usually were getting the documents such as lnvoice, Packing List, copy of

the BL, from the importers and then they provided the expected date of arrival of

the vessel

i thereafter, they made the checklist online and sent it to the clients

F the clients after verification, would revert back their approval for filing the bill of

entry

! based on the client's approval, they used to file the bill of entry

7
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) accordingly they sent the check list to NPCL and on getting the approval via

email correspondence, they filed the Bills of Entry as a routine

F initially, during the period from August, 2018 to 20th November, 2018, they had

not filed the Bills of Entry with exemption Notification no.55/2018, even after

introduction of the said notification during July 2018

} that on 0611112018, Shri Satish Vishwakarma of M/s NPCL sent them the

shipment details for filing Bill of Entry at ICD-Tumb for the clearance of 468 MTs

of TG Urea and based on that on 1711112018, as instructed by the client NPCL

for filing the Bill of Entry with exemption notification 5512018, they tried to

generate the check list in their system and their software had not accepted the

Notification no.55/2018 since the same was not updated with their system and

the same was informed to the client and the check list was sent to the client lt//s

NPCL for approval; that though the importer had approved it in mail, Shri Satish

Vishwakarma of NPCL informed them orally to file the Bill of Entry with the

exemption notification

} accordingly, they filed the Bill of Entry No. 8935'102 dated 20111/2018 with the

exemption notification and at that time, the IGST amount was calculated by the

system taking the quantity as such in Kgs whereas the "Pool lssue Price" for the

import of Urea was fixed based on the MTs

> the BE was not cleared because of the calculation problem in the EDI

) thereafter, the client had shown them two previous Bills of Entry, one Bill of Entry

no.8923793 dated 2011112018 filed at |CD-Sonipat and other Bill of Entry

no.8985488 dated 2411112018 filed at Kolkata port and instructed them to amend

quantity from Kgs to MTs to regularize the said Bill of Entry

)> meanwhile, they had filed a Bill of Entry No. 9060610 dated 30/1 1/20'18 with

exemption notification at Mundra Port and while facing the same issue rn

calculation of IGST amount, they got amended the quantity in terms of MTs from

Kgs and got cleared the consignment

} as per the instructions of their client, they submitted a letter dated 3011112018 lo

the Assistant Commissioner, ICD-Tumb, for amendment of quantity from Kgs to

MTs and based on their request letter, the Bill of Entry was amended accordingly

) they got corrected the IGST duty calculation and on payment of the duty amount,

OCC (out of customs charge) was obtained.

) they were aware of the contents of the above Notification and he accepted that

they had not verified whether eligibility criteria of such exemption was fulfilled by

M/s NPCL at the time of filing the Bills of Entry

) however, they discussed with the customs authorities about the exemption

notification and they thought that the exemption notification was applicable to the

importers of Urea and as per the instructions of the client, they filed the Bills of

Entry with exemption Notification.

8
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2.4.1 Shri Rajkumar GovindDas Baheti accepted that on a particular date l e.,

04/01/2019 they had filed two Bills of Entry with exemption notification and one Brll of

Entry without availing exemption as pointed out and stated that the reason for such

discrepancy that two persons were handling the documentation with regard to the

imports handled by them. He further stated that ;

) as a routine, Bills of Entry were filed after getting the consent of the checklist

from the client and as he said earlier, their system had not get updated with the

exemption notification no.55i2018 and hence they used to get the approval of the

check list without exemption notification

> that at the time of filing the Bill of Entry, as instructed by Shri Satish

Vishwakarma (of NPCL), they used to file the Bill of Entry with exemption

notification only

) on that day, two Bills of Entry were filed by Smt. Ranjana with the exemption

notification as instructed by the client and the other one i.e., No. 9526268 dated

0410112019 was filed by Shri Nitin without the exemption notification by oversight

and got cleared the consignment in the name of NPCL

> in that case, Shri Satish Vishwakarma also did not ask about it

) thereafter on the basis of the said Bill of Entry, they had cleared two more Bills of

Entry during the month of July, 2019 without exemption Notification

) they had provided the service in filing the Bill of Entry on behalf of the clients as

per the instruction of Shri Satish Vishwakarma and the Bills of Entry were filed as

directed by the client only

) he accepted that it was an unintentional mistake on their part not to have

ascertained the eligibility of the importer for the benefit of Notification No

5512018 and the mistake which had happened was inadvertent, not with any

intention

) the mistake of wrongful availment of the benefit of Notification No. 55/2018. had

happened unintentionally and Bills of Entry were filed on the instructions of Shri

Satish Vishwakarma only and agreed that the importer was not eligible for the

concessional rate of IGST, since they flmporter] were an industrial user and used

the imported urea for manufacture of Adblue solution.

2.4.2 Shri Rajkumar Govind Das Baheti, in response to the statement of Shri Rahesh

Kumar, DGM (EXIM), M/s NPCL daled2110812019 &2210812019 stated that;

) what Shri Rahesh Kumar stated was not correct

) when they were asked to file the Bill of Entry at ICD-Tumb with exemptron

notification No.55/20 18-cus, they had discussion about the notification with shri
Jasprit of Mis NPCL and at that time, Jasprit informed them that NpCL had

already verified with the customs authorities at ICD-Tumb and suggested them to

file the Bill of Entry under the IGST exemption Notification no.55/2018

9
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i accordingly, as per their instructions, they filed the Bill of Entry at ICD-Tumb and

got assessed without any query

) he confirmed that they had not suggested NPCL to claim exemption notification

as stated by Shri Rahesh Kumar and they did not have any personal interest too

> he did not know why Shri Rahesh had stated like that.

2.4.3 Shri Rajkumar Govind Das Baheti accepted that it was an unintentional mistake

on their part not to have ascertained the eligibility of NPCL and NBAPL for the benefit of

Notification No. 55i2018 and the mistake which had happened was inadvertent, not with

any intention and requested to take a lenient view. He further stated that after the issue

was raised by DRl, their client M/s NPL Bluesky automotive Pvt. Ltd. instructed them to

file the BE without the exemption notification no.55/2018 dated 2610712018 and

accordingly, they had filed two Bills of Entry no.4654076 daled 2710812019 and 4846300

dated 10/09/2019 at ICD-Tumb, without availing the said exemption Notification

> M/s A.S. Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Private Limited head quartered in Mumbai

was providing Customs broker service mainly to NPCL and a few more importers

); they had filed two Bills of Entry on behalf of NPCL at Chennai Port and Shri

Jasprit and Shri Satish were coordinating

i that they filed Bill of Entry No. 9259931 dated 1411212018 and Bill of Entry No.

9520638 daled 0410112019 on behalf of NPCL for import of SCR Urea (Selective

Catalytic Reduction Urea)

} before filing the first Bill of Entry daled 1411212018, they received a copy mail

from Shri Dattatray of their Mumbai office addressed to Shri Jasprit and Shri

Satish of NPCL with the duty calculation and copy of Customs Notification No.

55/201 8-Cus daled 2610712018 for calculation of IGST amount payable

I on the same day, they received a mail from Shri Satish of NPCL fonruarding a

copy of previous Bill of Entry No. 8973700 dated 23111120'18 filed at Silvasa

(lCD-Tumb) availing the IGST benefit under Notification No. 55/2018, to enable

them to file the Bill of Entry at Chennai

; based on the previous Bill of Entry forwarded by Shri Satish and the duty

calculation received from their Mumbai office, they filed Bill of Entry No. 9259931

at Chennai on the same date i.e. 1411212018

! though the notification No. 55/2018 figured in the IGST column, since the rate of

IGST mentioned was 1B%, the customs officer did not raise any objection and

cleared the same

i on the same line, they filed another Bill of Entry No. 9520638 dated 0410112019

availing the notification No. 55/2018-Cus and got the goods cleared

10
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) then in March 2019, they have received documents for filing Bill of Entry on

behalf of NBAPL, at that time Shri Satish informed them over phone to prepare

the check list by mentioning Sl. No. lll42 ot Notification No. 112017 for IGST,

since they had some problem in some other port

} based on the above instruction, they filed Bill of Entry No. 2627112 dated

2910312019 on behalf of NBAPL mentioning sl. No. lll42 of Notification No.

1/2017 for IGST

P the Customs officer did not raise any question and cleared the goods.

i as regards availment of the benefit of Notification No. 55/2018 for IGST, they had

filed the Bill of Entry at Chennai, only based on the previous Bill of Entry copy

provided by Shri Satish

! since the rate of duty for IGST was still 18%, they were of the opinion that they

had calculated the duty correctly and the duty calculation was approved by S/Shri

Jasprit and Satish of Nandan Petrochem Limited

) only after gettlng the confirmation of duty calculation from NPCL, the BE was

filed

F with regard to availment of the benefits of Notification No. 55/2018-Cus dated

2610712018 for two Bills of Entry filed by them, the mistake had happened

unintentionally and on the basis of previous Bill of Entry provided by Shri Satish;

) he agreed that NPCL was not eligible for the concessional rate of IGST since

NPCL was an industrial user and use the imported urea for manufacture of

Adblue solution

i he accepted that it was an unintentional mistake on their part not to have

ascertained the eligibility of NPCL for the benefit of Notification No. 55/2018 and

requested to take a lenient view.

Further, Shri Mukesh R. Shukla submitted the copies of Bills of Entry referred in his

statement, including previous Bill of entry, along with other accompanying documents

with a covering letter separately.

2.6 From the investigation carried out with Customs House Brokers referred above,

it appeared that NPCL was not eligible for the concessional rate of IGST, since NPCL

was an industrial user and use the imported urea for manufacture of Adblue solution. lt

also appeared they were aware of the exemption notification and eligibility critena of the

notification benefits for NPCL, despite, they had filed the Bills of Entry as per the

instructions of the importer and cleared the consignments with the exemption benefits

which was not eligible for NPCL. Further, they had filed the Bills of Entry availing the

IGST benefit of Notification No. 55/2018, only based on the previous Bill of Entry copy

provided by Shri Satish of NPCL and it appeared that they had knowingly aided them to

avail such IGST benefits.

2.7 NPCL admitted duty liability arising on account of availment of ineligible tGST

duty benefits and submitted the demand drafts towards differential amount of IGST
11
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payable in respect of the past clearances vide letter dated 1 8/09/201 I and the same

were deposited into government account vide TR 6 challans/SC 34 receipts . Detatls of

such payments made are as under;

43,99,483t- lCD. Tumb

Mundra Port

83,04,075t-

2.7.'l NPCL in their above referred letter dated 1810912019 and in their subsequent

letters dated 0711012019 and 1811212019 contended that;

) their company was engaged in the manufacturing of a product known as "Adblue"

and the product for its manufacturing, consumes two basic raw materials ; i)

Technical Grade Urea and ii) DM water

) their product AdBlue was consumed along with the fuel in the Heavy Vehicles

which reduces the Emission levels

) the imported TG Urea cleared after payment of Customs Duty and IGST from

November 2018 onwards was charged at IGST rates applicable to the "Pool

lssue Price" and the same practice continued till November 2018 al Kolkata, till

Jan 2019 at Mundra & Chennai and till May 2019 al ICD-Tumb

)> the Notification 55/2018-Cus was implemented by the ports in November 2018

only as per their records

> at some of the ports, the system was rectified by the Customs Authorities to

accept the payment of IGST at the imported price of TG urea whereas at some of

the ports, the system of applying the Pool Price of urea continued for longer time

prima facie due to the fact that the old system to accept the payment of IGST at

the Pool Price continued

) they continued to make the payments as demanded [some ports at Pool Price

and at some ports at Actual lmport pricel with all the bonafide intensions that the

amount of IGST paid is claimable as input credit irrespective of the amount

involved

> they had no intentions, motives, objectives or reasons to tender lower payment of

IGST which in any way could have provided any financial benefits to the

company since the amount actually paid on account of IGST was allowed to be

claimed as input credit irrespective of the point whether the amount actually paid

was lower or higher as they were 100% Tax Compliant company.

> the duty which was duly calculated and accepted in the EDI system had been

paid by them and they may not held responsible for non updation of the

notification in the EDI system.

Details of the Challans Amount [in Rs] Custom House/lCD
1 TR 6 Challan No. Nil dated 3ologl2019
2 TR 6 Challan No. Nil dated 30/09/2019 19,57,376t-

3
TR 6 Challan No. MP & SEZ /19-20 dated
01t1012019

19,47 .216t-

TOTAL

12
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) they admitted and voluntarily paid the differential duty liability and they were not

liable to pay interest on the duty liability.

Notification no.55/2018-Cus issued on 2610712018 has come into effect f rom the

date of issuance itself not from November 2018 as claimed by them;

On introduction of the customs Notification, the EDI system automatically gets

updated from central server and the notification will be very much available in the

EDI for acceptance;

Whenever the exemption Notification no. was decla red/entered in the system

while filing the Bill of Entry online by the importer, it will automatically pick the Bill

of Entry for exemption calculation process. So, it is the responsibility of the

importer to declare/claim the eligible Notification in the EDI System at the time of

filing the Bill of Entry under self-assessment. The system has no role to play in

selection of the exemption notification automatically, as stated by them;

They have filed the Bills of Entry without claiming the notification initially l.e till

2011112018 even after implementation of the same in the EDI system during July

2018 itself;

IGST rates were charged at "Pool lssue Price" of imported urea as revised by the

Department of Fertilizers, New Delhi vide ref no.110111512018-Ship.ll dated

07/0812018 and the calculation of IGST amount would be done depending upon

the exemption claimed/filed by the importers in the Bills of Entry i.e., lf the

importer filed the Bill of Entry by claiming the exemption notification 55/2018-Cus

daled 2610712018 for IGST duty benefits, then the IGST amount will be

calculated by taking the Pool lssue Price, otherwise the IGST amount will be

calculated at the standard IGST rate of lBo/o.

Their contention that the IGST rates were charged at "Pool lssue Price" from

November 2018 and the practice was continued till Jan 2019 at Kolkata, Mundra,

Chennai and May,2019 at ICD-Tumb whereas they have filed the Bills of Entry at

Kolkata, Chennai, Nhava Sheva, ICD-Sonipat without the exemption during the

above period and got cleared the consignments on payment of IGST @ 18% not

on Pool lssue Price, which appeared to be contrary to their contention.

They have continuously filed all the BEs at Nhava Sheva and Kolkata (except

one Bill of Entry) without the exemption notification whereas the exemption was

claimed in other ports by showing the clearance of previous Bills of Entry with

exemption notification, suppressing the fact of denial of the exemption in the

subsequent BEs.

2.8.3 lt, thus, appeared that NPCL intentionally filed the Bills of Entry clarming benefit

of Notification 55/2018-Cus dated 26.7.2018 under self-assessment scheme in order to

avail the IGST exemption benefits and availed the same in several ports wherever the
13
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exemption was extended to them. Their contention that there was rectification problem

in the system for applying the pool issue price of urea continued for long time and the

payment was done as demanded in the system is not plausible. lt further appeared that

if the payment of IGST was revenue neutral and if NPPCL was genuine and 100% Tax

Complaint Company as stated in their letters, they could have disclosed the fact about

the eligibility of exemption notification for their imports, in the first instance itself, since

they were aware of the eligibility criteria of the notification for their company. lt appeared

that the exemption benefits were availed by them wherever they were not questioned,

by showing the previous Bills of Entry cleared on other ports, hence the contention that

the payment of IGST irrespective of the amount involved as per the GST act was

revenue neutral could not be acceded to.

2.8.4 During the course of investigation, , clarification was sought from the Directorate

of Systems, New Delhi. The Directorate of Systems, with regard to updation of

Exemption Notification no.55/2018-Cus dated 2610712018 in the EDI system, as clajmed

by NPCL. ln response, DG System office vide letter Ref No. lV (35)/1712014/753 dated

2610212020 clarified that all updation in ICES is done through the Directory Management

Sifes and made applicable uniformly at the same date and time at all the EDI locations.

Fufther, based on TRU clarification with regard to calculation of IGST payable on Urea

lmpofts based on the Pool Issue Pice issued by Ministry of Chemicals and Ferlilizers,

cerlain amendments in calculation of PIP were made on 1 5/1 1/201 8 and this

Notification was given effect to all Urea falling under Tariff item 32021000. Fufther as

only Fertilizer Marketing Entities are eligible to avail this benefit, revised calculations

through Notification necessitated changes in lCEs so as fo enable the application of the

Notification only when the exemption as stipulated in the Notification was claimed

2.8.5 Thus, it appeared that the importer was aware of the Notification No.55/2018-Cus

daled 2610712018 and they were not eligible to avail benefit of the same as M/s NpCL

are not registered as Fertilizer Marketing Entity with the Department of Fertilizers and

no way connected with fertilizer sector. Thus, it appeared that the exemption claimed

for the impugned goods does not hold any merit and NpcL was not eligible for the said

exemption.

2.9 shri Rahesh Kumar of NPCL, in his statement deposed that they filed the Bilts of
Entry as suggested by their cHAs only and were not fully aware of the notification and
paid the duty calculated by the system as such. on the contrary, the statements given
by customs Brokers viz., Mls M.R.shipping private Limited and M/s A s clearing &
Fonrrarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd. corroborated the fact that they filed the Bills of Entry as per
approval of their clients only and not on their own, whereas they failed to check/verify
the veracity of the eligibility of the notification to M/s NpCL.

2.9.1 The investigators, to verify the claim and counter claim regarding filing of bill of
entry elaborated by shri Rajkumar Govind Das Baheti of M/s M.R.shipping private

14
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2.9.2 ll appeared from the statement of Shri Rahesh Kumar that NPCL used to verify

the duty structure, quantity, value, address details etc., in the checklist provided by

CHAs before filing the Bills of Entry a fact corroborated by both the CHAs in their

statements. lt also appeared that NPCL was fully aware of the duty calculation and

IGST duty amount to be paid which was reflected in the checklist and also knew the

differential duty benefits in the duty structure, if they availed the Notification No.55/2018-

cus dated 26107l211\,Thus , it appeared that NpcL wilfully insisted with cHAs to file
the BEs with the exemption notification.

2.9.3 It appeared that M/s NPCL attempted to avail the IGST exemption benefits
during the month of November 2018 and December,201B for the first time in respect of
all Bills of Entry filed at various ports and continued to clear the subsequent
consignments with exemption through few ports where no queries were raised
Moreover, the NPCL presented the previous Biils of Entry fired in the name of their
sister concern viz. NBApL and cleared at lCD-sonipat and Kolkata port to cHAs
insisting with them to flle the Bill of Entry with exemption Notification as done by them in
other ports which exposed their wilful intention to claim the exemption benefits. Further,
the reply given by shri Rahesh Kumar in his statement that they did not know the exact
reason for filing the Birr of Entry without exemption notification and they had not cross
checked the issue, when he was asked to exprain the reason for inconsistency in firing
Bills of Entry in various ports regarding avairment of rGST exemption benefits. appeared

15

Limited, Customs Broker in his statements, examined the events. As regards filing the

Bill of Entry No.8935102 daled 2011112018, on receipt of the checklist where the

notification was not mentioned as per the instructions of the importer and when they

were informed about the non-acceptance of the notification benefits while generating

the checklist because of non-updation of the notification in their system, Shri Satish

Vishwakarma of M/s NPCL clearly instructed the Customs Broker to file Bill of Entry with

exemption Notification at ICD-Tumb. Further, Shri. Jasprit of NPCL informed Customs

Brokers that they (NPCL) had already verified with the Customs Authorities who

suggested to file Bill of Entry under IGST Notification No. 55/2018-Cus. Shri. Mukesh

Shukla of M/s A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pv't. Ltd. also stated that they had filed

two Bills of Entry i.e.9259931 daled 14.12.2018 and 9520638 dated 4.1 .20219 ai

Chennai Sea Port with Notification No. 55/2018-Cus as per instructions of Shri. Satish

of NPCL and based on two previously cleared Bills of Entry forwarded (for reference)

by Shri. Satish via mail . It, thus, appeared that NPCL knowingly insisted with Customs

Brokers to fie Bills of Entry to avail ineligible IGST benefit. Shri. Rahesh Kumar of

NPCL had deposed in his statement that they (NPCL) had filed Bill of Entry with

exemption as suggested by the Customs Brokers . Such deposition by Shri. Rahesh

Kumar of NPCL appeared contrary to version explained by Shri. Rajkumar Baheti and

Shri. Mukesh shukla in their statements., thus , it appeared that NPCL purposef ully

misled the investigating agency by simply passing on the fault on CHAs .
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vague. M/s NPCL, thereby, deliberately availed the ineligible IGST benefits and to cover

up this, they gave such elusive replies.

2.9.4 fhe issue of eligibility of exemption notification for the imports for both the

companies was handled by the same persons namely Shri Jasprit and Shri Satish

Vishwakarma. M/s NPCL had filed five Bills of Entry on a particular day i.e.,0410112019

at various ports for the clearance of Technical Grade Urea [For industrial purpose only].

one Bill of Entry each at ICD-Tumb, ICD-Sonipat, Chennai Sea Port, Mundra Port and

Nhava Sheva Port. Out of these five Bills of Entry, they filed Bill of Entry claiming

Notification No.55/2018-Cus dated 2610712018 at ICD-Tumb, Chennai Sea Port and

Mundra Port and remaining two Bills of Entry without claiming the notification under self-

assessment. lt appeared that NPCL filed Bills of Entry for the clearance of imported

UREA through various ports as per their requirement for their manufacturing process

and accordingly, filed Bills of Entry in various ports; that act of their filing pattern i.e., 3

Bills of Entry with exemption and 2 Bills of Entry without exemption on a particular day,

highlight their awareness about the eligibility criteria of the Notification for availing such

IGST benefits and their intention to avail ineligible exemption where it was not objected

Shri Rahesh Kumar also gave elusive reply that they did not know the exact reason for

filing the Bill of Entry without exemption notification, to cover up their intention lt

appeared that they had systematically adopted the modus to avail ineligible duty

benefits at the time of filing the Bills of Entry . It further appeared NPCL knowingly

insisted with the CHAs to file the BEs with the Notification based on previous BEs

cleared at other ports, which was corroborated with the voluntary statements of the

CHBs, ultimately led to the evasion of customs duty to the exchequer. Hence tt

appeared that the availment of ineligible IGST benefits by NPCL did not happen by

chance but rather with conscious malafide intention and they had misled the officials by

showing the previous clearance bills in their support for further import clearances.

2.9.5 The clarification given by the Directorate of systems highlighted that the updation

of notification would be done uniformly at the same date and time at all the EDI

locations and only when the exemption as stipulated in the Notification was claimed, the
IGST duty shall be calculated on pool lssue price, not automatically. From the above
clarification, it appeared that the contention of M/s NBApL that only due to non-
uniformity in updation of the notification in the EDI system at various ports, the mistake
of availment of notification benefits happened without their knowledge was not correct
and such explanation appeared to be an afterthought.

2.9.6 During March 2019, whire sending the documents to the cHA, shri satish of
NPCL specifically asked Shri Mukesh R.shukla, cHB to prepare checklist on behalf of
NBAPL mentlo ning sl. No. lll42 of Notification No. 1/2017 for IGST stating the reason
that there was problem in some other pofis and accordingly, they fired biil of entry No.
2627112 dated 29/03/2019 and got cleared at chennai sea poft whereas NpcL neither
lnsrsled with cHAs to fire Bilr of Entry without exemption at rcD-Tumb and cHA at

1,6
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Chennai, as instructed did not reveal the fact before lhe Customs authorities at for

rectification of lssue. lt shows that NPCL were fully aware of the ineligibility of the

notification to them but continued to avail the notification benefits at lCD, Tumb till

detection of the case by DRI. After detection, they stopped availing the exemption

notification 55/2018-Cus dated 26/07/2018 which proved that they had indulged in such

wrong availment with their consclous knowledge and taking shelter on EDI system

problem without any evidence. lt also appeared that but for the investigation by the

DRl, this modus operandl would have gone unnoticed and NPCL would have continued

to evade duty.

2.10 The Government of lndia vide Notification No. 55/2018-Customs dated

2610712018 which came into efiect on 2710712018, in exercise of the powers conferred

by sub-section (1) of Section 25 of the Customs Act, 1962, exempted the lntegrated

Goods and Service lax, leviable under Sub-Section (7) of Section 3 of the Customs

Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975), as in excess of the amount calculated over and above the

value at which Ministry of Chemical and Fertilizers/Department of Fertilizers sells urea,

falling under tariff item 3102 10 00 of the First Schedule of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975

(51 of 1975), to Fertilizer Marketing Entities (FMEs) on high sea sale basis (commonly

known as "Pool lssue Price")

2.10.1 Applicability of Exemption Notification No.55/2018 dated 2610712018 in

respect of imports of M/s NPCL is discussed as under:

NPCL is involved in the manufacture of lubricants, industrial oils and greases for

supply of the same to the automobile industry

NPCL is importing the Urea [Technical Grade] for industrial purpose and they are

the end users of the import cargo-

NPCL is in no way connected to the Fertilizer industry and moreover, they are

not registered with Department of Fertilizers as "Fertilizer Marketing Entity" since

they were engaged in supply of oils to automobile industry and not dealing with

fertilizer

Whereas, the Notification exempts the lntegrated Goods and Services Tax,

leviable under Sub section (7) of Section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 as in

excess of the amount calculated over and above the value at which lVlinistry of

Chemical and Fertilizersi Department of Fertilizers sells urea, falling under tariff

item 3102 10 00 of the First Schedule of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of

1975), to Fertilizer marketing Entities (FMEs) on high sea sale basis (commonly

known as "Pool lssue Price")

2.10.2 From the foregoing, it appeared that, notification benefit is extended only

for the imports made on High Sea Sales by FMEs [Fertilizer Marketing Entities] and the

very purpose of issuing the notification is for the availability of fertilizer for agriculture at

affordable price. Hence, the Exemption Notification No.55/2018 daled 2610712018 is not

L7
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applicable to NPCL and they are not eligible for the IGST duty benefits, as claimed by

them in certain Bills of Entry filed by them as elaborated.

2.10.3 ln view of statutory provisions under the Customs Act,1962, the importer

filing bill of entry for the clearance of goods imported self-assesses dutiability and

amount of duty payable thereon and importer is bound to subscribe to the truthfulness

of declaration made in the bill of entry. lf the importer is not able to self-assess the bill of

entry filed by him, he shall request the proper officer of customs in writing for correct

assessment.

2.10.4 ln the instant case, after implementation of the Notification 55/2018 dated

2610712018, M/s NPCL filed the bills of entry availing the exemption IGST benefits

during the month of November 2018 and continued availing the benefits in certain ports

for the clearance of SCR Urea (Selective Catalytic Reduction Urea) and got the

consignments cleared on payment of IGST calculated with Pool lssue Price intended for

the Fertilizer Marketing Entities. The imported goods were self-assessed and were

classified under CTH 31021000 and exemption from lntegrated Goods and Service Tax

was claimed under Notification No.55/2018-Cus dated 2610712018 wherein most of the

bills were facilitated under RMS (Risk management System) and were (Self) assessed.

Since the importer opted and filed Bill of Entry by claiming exemption notification, the

IGST duty exemption claim of the importer has been facilitated by the EDI system

without any query. However, since the system had already facilitated the said blll of

entry under RMS as per the data provided by the importer, the responsibility to re-

assess the said bills of entry lies with the importer as per self-assessment. Therefore, it

was for NPCL to re-assess their goods before getting the Out of Customs

Charge(OCC) from the Customs or seek clarity in assessing the goods, when they were

aware of their duty liability on the imported goods consequent to availment of said

Notification. lt appeared that NPCL insisted the Customs Brokers to file the bills of entry

availing IGST concession under Notification 55/2018-Cus by providing the previously

cleared Bills of Entry and obtained OCC with such wrong assessment and thereby

deliberately misstated the facts to Customs to avail the ineligible IGST duty benefits

under the said Notification. lt further appeared that though the Customs Brokers were

aware of the exemption Notification and importer was ineligible for availing such

exemption benefits, they had filed the Bills of entry under exemption notification and

cleared the goods with exemption benefits, in collusion with the importer. The above

facts were corroborated by the Customs Brokers in their voluntary statements. On

initiation of investigation by DRl, the importer and the Customs Broker, who worked in

tandem to clear the goods availing the ineligible IGST duty benefits, appeared to be

making allegations against each other to escape responsibility for mis-declaration and

incorrect claim of exemption.
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2.10.5 lt appeared that both the importer and the Customs Brokers had

knowledge about applicability of Notification No. 55/2018-Cus dated 2610712018 and

applicability of IGST for NPCL but chose to clear the goods availing the Notification

benefits in contravention of truthfulness of declaration subscribed by the importer under

sub-section (4) of Section 46 of the Customs Act, '1962. The deliberate intention to

evade the duty on part of NPCL appeared also evident from the varied practice adopted

by them at different ports. Further, it appeared that importer was taking shelter on the

ground that the problem in updation of notification in the EDI system continued to exist

for a long time. But after DRI's intervention, they started filing the bills of entry without

claiming the exemption notification regularly and also informed the Customs Brokers to

file accordingly. As the short levy of duty in the aforesaid manner appeared to be on

account of wilful misstatement, it appeared that extended period of demand under

Section 28@) of the Customs Act, is attracted along with recovery of interest under

Section 28 AA of the Customs Act.

2.10.6 M/s NPCL filed bills of entry for the clearance of Urea SCR and self-

assessed the bills of entry mentioned in Annexure - ll A, ll B and ll C to the show

cause notice issued in this regard wherein, they claimed IGST duty exemption vide

Notification No.55/2018-Customs dated 2610712018 applicable for Fertilizer Marketing

Entities. As the goods were self-assessed and mostly facilitated under RMS (Risk

Management System), it was imperative upon the importer to comply with the provisions

of the Customs Act, 1962. However, M/s NPCL appeared to have cleared the imported

goods in contravention of provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 despite continuing to

mention an ineligible exemption notification, and therefore the import goods appeared to

be liable for confiscation under Section 111(m) and 111(o)of the Customs Act, 1962.

For their act as stated above they appeared to be liable for penal action under section

1 12(a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

2.10.7 lt appeared that M/s. M.R.Shipping Private Limited and M/s A S Clearrng

& Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd., the Customs Brokers did not advrse their clients to

comply with the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 with respect to notification and

self-assessment and did not bring such non-compliance to the notice of Customs and

chose to illegally help the importer and further did not ascertain the eligibility criteria for

the import about the exemption benefits, thereby they also appeared to have

contravened Regulations 1 1(d) and 1 1(e) of the Customs Brokers Licensing

Regulations, 2013; lt appeared that for this omission, they appeared to be liable for

penalty under provisions of Section 1 12(a) of the Customs Act.

2.10.8 lt appeared that NPCL was not eligible for the exemption benefits as

envisaged in Notification No. 55/2018-Customs dated 2610712018 and NPCL was liable

to pay the duty short paid. On account of the same, the differential IGST duty of Rs

19,57,3761- [Sea Port,Chennai], Rs 43,99,483- [CD-Tumb] and Rs 19,47,2161-
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[Mundra Port] as per worksheet in Annexure ll A, ll B and ll C , respectively to the show

cause notice issued in this regard appeared to be liable to be demanded and recovered

from NPCL under Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 along with interest. Further,

for having wilfully misstating and filing the bills of entry with wrong notification which is

not eligible for them to evade the applicable IGST duty, leading to the short levy of

customs duty, NPCL appeared to be liable for penal action in terms of Section 114A of

the Customs Act, 1962. Also NPCL appeared to be liable under Section 1'14AA of the

Customs Act, 1962 for the act of claiming the exemption knowingly by making false

declaration in BE which appeared false/incorrect in material particular which led to

evasion of IGST.

2.10.9 lt also appeared that Shri Nandan Agarwal, Managing Director of NPCL

should have ensured the accuracy and completeness of information given in the bill of

entry as well as authenticity of the documents submitted and should have complied with

the restriction/prohib ition in relation the goods imported as per the declaration grven

under section 46 of Customs Act, 1962. However, it appeared that Shri Nandan Agarwal

in connivance with Customs House Brokers M/s. M.R. Shipping Private Limrted and M/s

A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd knowingly and intentionally mis-declared in

the bill of entry and submitted documents which appeared false/incorrect in their

material particular thereby attracting penalty under section 114AA of Customs Act,

1962.

2.10.10 NPCL as well as the Customs Brokers M/s. M.R.Shipping Private Limited

and M/s A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd appeared to have wilfully

suppressed the fact to Customs that NPCL was not Fertilizer Marketing Entity and was

importing Urea for industrial use, and did not approach Customs for re-assessment of

Bills of Entry even though they were aware that the importer had malafide intention to

evade payment of Customs duty rendering the goods liable to confiscation under

Section 1 '1 1 (m) and "l 1 1(o) of the Customs Act, 1962. Therefore, Shri Nandan Agarwal,

personally responsible for the affairs of NPCL along with the Customs Brokers viz , M/s.

M.R.Shipping Private Limited and M/s A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd.

appeared to be liable for penal action in terms of Section 112(a) ol the Customs Act.

2.11 NPCL,Shri. Nandan Agarwal, M/s M.R.Shipping Private Limited and M/s A S

Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd. were thus served upon with show cause notice

F. No. DRI/CZU|[TNA/|ll/48/04/lNT-1/2019 dated 10.8 2020 issued by the Additional

Director General, Directorate of Revenue lntelligence, Chennai Zonal Unit proposing to

demand and recovery of duty not paid and proposing to impose penalty.

2.11.1 For imports made through ICD-Tumb :

A. NPCL was called upon to show cause to the Additional/Joint Commissioner of

Customs, Custom House, Ahmedabad, as to^why:
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the exemption from the payment of IGST duty claimed on the imported goods

"SCR Urea" under Notification No. 55/2018-Cus dated 2610712018 should not be

denied as the exemption was extended to the Fertilizer Marketing Entities

envisaged vide above said notification;

the goods imported by them vide eight bills of entry as listed in Annexure-ll A

with the total assessable value of Rs 2,77,50,045i- [Rupees Two Crore Seventy

Seven Lakh Fifty Thousand and Forty Five onlyl, which are not available for

seizure, should not be held liable for confiscation under Section 111(m) and

1 1 1 (o) of the Customs Act, 1962;

the differential IGST duty amount of Rs 43,99,483/- [Rupees Forty Three Lakh

Ninety Nine thousand Four Hundred and Eighty Three onlyl as detailed in

Annexure-ll A to the notice, arrived by applying the Pool lssue Price on the

goods imported vrde eight bills of entry as listed in AnnexureJl A should not be

demanded under Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962;

the interest on the differential duty demanded in para (iii) above should not be

charged and demanded under Section 28AA ofthe Customs Act, 1962;

penalty should not be imposed on them under section 112(a), 1144 and 114AA

of the Customs Act, 1962 for the act of intention to evade duty and rendering the

subject goods liable for confiscation for wilful misstatement of facts in the Bill of

entry by claiming wrong exemption and for intentionally making false declaration

respectively, in respect of the Bills of Entry listed in Annexure-ll A;

the amount of Rs 43,99,483/- [Rupees Forty Three Lakh Ninety Nine thousand

Four Hundred and Eighty Three onlyl paid by them should not be adjusted

towards their duty liability.

B. Shri Nandan Agarwal, Director of M/s NPCL, was called to show cause as to why

penalty under Section 112(a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should not be

imposed on him for his acts of commission and omission as detailed in the notice.

C. M/s M.R.Shipping Private Limited, Customs House Broker was called upon to

show cause as to why penalty under Section 112(a) and 114AA of the Customs Act,

'1962 should not be imposed on them for their acts of commission and omission as

detailed in the notice.

2.11.2For imports made through Chennai Sea Port :

A. NPCL was called upon vide show cause notice to the Additional/Joint

Commissioner of Customs, Chennai-lV Commissionerate, Chennai as to why:

the exemption from the payment of IGST duty claimed on the imported goods

"SCR Urea" under Notification No. 55/2018-Cus dated 2610712018 should not be

denied as the exemption was extended to the Fertilizer Marketing Entities

envisaged vide above said notification;
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the goods imported by them vide one bill of entry as listed in Annexure-ll B with

the total assessable value of Rs 1,26,93,0381 [Rupees One Crore Twenty Six

Lakh Ninety Three Thousand and Thirty Eight onlyl, which are not available for

seizure, should not be held liable for confiscation under Section 11 1(m) and

1 1 1 (o) of the Customs Act, 1962;

the differential IGST duty amount of Rs 19,57,376/- [Rupees Nineteen Lakh Fifty

Seven thousand Three Hundred and Seventy Six onlyl, as detailed in Annexure-

ll B to the notice, arrived by applying the Pool lssue Price on the goods imported

vide bill of entry as mentioned in Annexure-ll B should not be demanded under

Section 2B(4) of the Customs Act, 1962;

the interest on the differential duty demanded in para (iii) above should not be

charged and demanded under Section 28AA ofthe Customs Act, 1962;

penalty should not be imposed on them under section 112(a), 114Aand 114AA

of the Customs Act, 1962 for rendering the subject goods liable for confiscation,

for wilful misstatement of facts in the Bill of entry by claiming wrong exemption

with an intention to evade duty and for intentionally making false declaration

respectively, in respect of the Bill of Entry listed in Annexure-ll B;

the amount of Rs 19,57,376i- [Rupees Nineteen Lakh Fifty Seven thousand

Three Hundred and Seventy Six onlyl,paid by them should not be adjusted

towards their duty liability.

B. Shri Nandan Agarwal, Director of NPCL was called upon to show as to why

penalty under Section 1 12(a) and 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1 962 should not be

imposed on him for his acts of commission and omission as detailed in the notice.

C. M/s A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd. Customs Broker was called to

show cause as to why penalty under Section 112(a) and 114AA o'f the Customs Act,

1962 should not be imposed on them for their acts of commission and omission as

detailed in the notice.

2.1'1.3 For imports made through Mundra Port :

A. NPCL was called upon to show cause to the Additional/Joint Commissioner of

Customs, Custom House, Mundra Port, as to why:

the exemption from the payment of IGST duty claimed on the imported goods

"SCR Urea" under Notification No. 55/2018-Cus dated 2610712018 should not be

denied as the exemption was extended to the Fertilizer Marketing Entities

envisaged vide above said notification;

the goods imported by them vide bill of entry as mentioned in Annexure-ll C with

the total assessable value of Rs 1 ,26,1 1 ,250/- [Rupees One Crore Twenty Six

Lakh Eleven Thousand Two Hundred and Fifty onlyl, which are not available for
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seizure, should not be held liable for confiscation under Section 111(m) of the

Customs Act, 1962;

the differential IGST duty amount of Rs'19,47,216i- [Rupees Nineteen Lakh

Forty Seven thousand Two Hundred and Sixteen onlyl,, as detailed in

Annexure-ll C to the notice, arrived by applying the Pool lssue Price on the

goods imported wUe bill of entry as mentioned in Annexure-ll C should not be

demanded under Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962;

the interest on the differential duty demanded in para (iii) above should not be

charged and demanded under Section 28AA ofthe Customs Act, 1962;

penalty should not be imposed on them under section 112(a), 1'14A and 114AA

of the Customs Act, 1962 for the act of intention to evade duty and rendering the

subject goods liable for confiscation, for wilful misstatement of facts in the Bill of

entry by claiming wrong exemption and for intentionally making false declaration

respectively in respect of the Bill of Entry mentioned in Annexure-ll C;

the amount of Rs 19,47,2161 [Rupees Nineteen Lakh Forty Seven thousand Two

Hundred and Sixteen onlyl,paid by them should not be adjusted towards their

duty liability.

B. Shri Nandan Agarwal, Director of NPCL was called to show cause as to why

penalty under Section 112(a) and 1 14AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should not be

imposed on him for his acts of commission and omission as detailed in the notice.

C. M/s M.R.Shipping Private Limited, Customs Broker was called upon to show

cause as to why penalty under Section 112(a) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962

should not be imposed on them for their acts of commission and omission as detailed in

the notice.

2.12 CBIC vide Notification No. 41l2020-Cus (N T./CAA/DR|) dated 3.9 2020

appointed the Principal Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad as the Common

Adjudicating Authority in this case. Accordingly, this case has been taken up by the

undersigned for adjudication.

3. DEFENCE REPLY:-

3.1 Written Defence Reply by M/s NPCL.

3.1.1 Written submission dated 15.9.2020 was submitted by NBAPL and issued

involved in the SCN issued to being common , the written submission by NBAPL was

also treated as written submisison by NPCL for SCN issued to them . ln the written

defence submission dated 15.09.2020, it was submitted that Notification No. 55/2018-

Customs provides partial exemption of IGST to import of Urea classifiable under Tariff

Item 31021000 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. As per the explicit wordings of the

notification, the exemption is applicable to Urea falling underthe Tariff ltem 31021000 of
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the First Schedule to the Customs Act, 1975 without any condition or restriction and the

Notification does not specify that the exemption is applicable to only Urea rmported for

agricultural purposes. There is no end use condition specified in the notification. The

notification does not restrict the applicability of the exemption to any specified category

of importer. Further, the nature of Urea imported or the status of the importer is not of

any relevance or consequence for the purpose of availing the said notification.

3.1.2 lt was further submitted that being in the nature of partial exemption, the

said notification prescribes the method to calculate the quantum of exemption for the

imported Urea falling under Tariff ltem 31021000. The quantum of exemption is

equivalent to the amount of IGST calculated as in excess of the amount calculated over

and above the "Pool lssue Price" fixed by the Ministry of Chemicals and

Fertilizers/Department of Fertilizers for sale of Urea to Fertilizer Marketing Entities on

High sea sale basis. For example, if the Pool lssue Price is Rs 100 and the value

computed for levy of IGST on the basis of CIF price and the basic Customs Duty is Rs

110, then IGST @ 18% on imported Urea is payable only on the value of Rs 100 and

not on Rs 110. ln other words, IGST payable @ 18 % to the extent of the difference

between the two value (Rs 1 10 - Rs 1 00 = Rs 10) is exempted by virtue of this

notification. Pool lssue Price fixed by The Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers/

Department of Fertilizers for sale of Urea to Fertilizer marketing entities on high sea sale

is relevant only to the limited extent of computing the quantum of exemption.

3.1.3 NPCL then submitted that it is the established practice to fix Customs

Tariff value for the purpose of levy of import duty on specified commodities. The said

notifacation in sum and substance fixed a value cap for the purpose of levy of IGST on

Urea imported. lf the value computed for the purpose of levy of IGST on the basis of

CIF price and the basic Customs Duty is less than the Pool lssue Price, the importer is

entitled to pay IGST without claiming the Notification No. 55/2018-Customs dated 26th

July 2018. The view taken by the Department to restrict the scope of the Notification

amounts to putting conditions and restrictions which are not specified in the Notification

and consequently the view taken by the Department is not justifiable by the explicit

wordings of the said notification and is not legally sustainable.

3.1.4 Notification No. 55/2018-Customs dated 25th July 2018 extends the

partial exemption to Urea falling under Tariff ltem 31021000 without any restriction. The

said notification does not provide any end use condition for the imported Urea. The

contention of the Department that the notification extends benefit for imports made on

High Sea Sales by Fertilizer Marketing Entities (FMEs) and also that the import of Urea

for Agricultural use so as to ensure fertilizer for agriculture at affordable prices is not

supported by the wordings of the Notification and is legally untenable. Such an

interpretation is contrary to the well-established jurisprudence that the exemption
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notification have to be construed strictly by the language of the notification and there rs

no room for any intendment in a taxing statute. lt is not legally permissible to deny the

benefit of the exemption by giving a construction not justified by the wordings of the

notification and contrary to its wordings. ln support of their defence argument, M/s

NPCL cited the following decisions -

(i) Hemrai Gordhandas v/s HH Dave -1978 (2) ELT J35O (SC)

(ii) Bombay Chemcials Private ltd.vs CCE-1995 (77) ELT 3 (SC)

(iii) CC vs Rupa & Co. -2004(170) ELT 129 (SC)

3.'1.5 NPCL further submitted that in view of the wordings of the notification and

the jurisprudence regarding interpretation of exemption notification by the Hon'ble Apex

Court , they were of the considered view that denial of exemption notification is not

legally sustainable.

3.1.6 ln support of their defence, they argued that even if the condition of

notification admits two different meanings, one in favour of the assessee and other

against them, the benefit can go only to assessee and they cited decision of Hon'ble

Supreme Court in the case of CC vs Dilip Kumar -2015(325) ELT 815 and decision of

Hon'ble Tribunal in the cas eof CCE,New Delhi vs N M Nagpal-20O1(135) ELT 606

3.1.7 lt was submitted that they have been importing urea since 7 year and

have been paying approprlate duty but due to technical problem in EDI system which

they faced at other ports also , the issue arose Further, this being a revenue neutral

issue and there being no merit in the department's contention they paid the differential

duty and took credit of the same for utilisation of such credit further for payment of

IGSTiGST

3.1,8 lnviting attention to decision of Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat in the case of

C.C.Ex. vs Dynaflex P!,t. Ltd. -2011(266) ELT 41 and decision of Hon'ble Apex Court in

the case of CCE,Mumbai-l vs M/s Bombay Dyeing & Manufacturing Co Ltd. -

2007(215) ELT 3 (SC) , M/s NPCL submitted that reversal of credit before utilizatron

amounts to non{aking of credit and consequently neither the penalty nor the interest

chargeable

3.1.9 lt was submitted that IGST paid on imported goods is paid on reverse charge

basis and credit of duty paid is taken , there is no gain or loss either to the importer of

to the government . GST Council had already taken a decision to charge interest with

effect from 1.7.2017 only when there is customs liability .

3.1.10 NPCL further submitted that penalty was neither imposable on them nor on

Shri.Nandan Agarwal as no mis-declaration was made by them. Mere claiming of
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benefit of notification does not amount to mis-declaration or wilful mis-statement of false

declaration when the wording of the notifications justified their interpretation.

3.1.1't As for proposal to confiscate the goods , M/s NPCL submitted that they had not

mis-declared the description or value of the goods hence Section 1 1 1(m) can not be

invoked. Similarly, no end-use condition was provided in the notification hence

provision of Section 1 1 1 (O) of the Customs Act,1 962 for confiscation of the goodscan

not be invoked

3.1.12 NPCL submitted that they had explained why demand was not legally

sustainable and consequently goods were not liable for confiscation and hence the

question of imposition of penalty did not arise. They cited following decision in support

of their defence argument;

(i) Uniflex Cables Ltd. vs CCE,Surat-li-2011(271) ELT 161 (SC)

(ii) C.C.Ex ,Kolkata-ll vs lndia Aluminum Co. Ltd. -2010(25) ELT 12(SC)

(iii) Rajsthan Spinning & Weaving Mills-2009(238) ELT 3 (SC)

(iv) DCW Ltd. vs Asst.Collr of C.Ex,Tuticorin-1996(88) ELT 31

(v) Goenka Woollen Mills Ltd. vs Comm. of C.Ex.,Shillong -(135) ELT 873

(vi) Collector of C.Ex. vs HMM Ltd.- 1995(76) ELt 497(SC)

3.1.13 NPCL further submitted their written defence submission daled 20.11.2020

wherein they submitted that the Notification No. 55/2018-Cus dated 26.7.2018 is to be

understood and interpreted correctly . Careful reading of the Notification reveals that

the notification extends benefit of concessional rate to urea, falling under tariff item 3102

10 00. The wordings in the notification suggest that it extends partial exemption to IGST

amount leviable on Urea. The notification provides that the excess amount of IGST over

and above the Pool issue price is exempted. Thus, the notification fixes the minimum

IGST as the'Pool lssue Price'fixed by the Ministry of Chemical and Fertilizers for Urea

falling under Tariff heading 31021000.

3.1.14 lt was submitted that this notification can be distinguished from the normal

notification in such a manner that the goods to be allowed for concession is not

expressly mentioned in the notification. Normal exemption Notification has to mention

specifically the description of the goods or description of goods with Tariff Heading for

which the exemption is intended. ln the present case, it can be observed that there is no

express mention of the item and its Tariff heading (CTH) for which the exemption rs

granted. Hence, this exemption notification is deficient to bring the real intention of the

Government.

3.1 .15 The correct meaning of the notification has to be arrived by reasonable

understanding and interpretation of the whole text. ln the absence of specific description

of goods and Tariff heading about the goods to be exempted in the notification,
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reasonable inference has to be drawn from the entire text of the notification and other

specific terms available in the said notification. ln this situation, purposive interpretation

is to be applied where the literal interpretation does not serve the purpose. This

principle has been applied by Apex Court in several cases. Further, when the

notification is deficient or defective in some respects, it should be taken to logical end

3.1.16 Bringing attention to the following terms and phrases in the notification, NPCL

submitted that they give a clear indication that the notification is intended for the goods

with the description 'Urea' falling under Tariff item 31021 000.

"'hereby exempts the integrated Goods and Services Tax, leviable under sub-

section (7) of section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975), as in excess

of the amount calculated over and above the value at which Ministry of Chemical

and Fertilizers/Deportment of Fertilizes sells urea, falling under tariff item

31021000 of the First Schedule of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975), to

Fertilizer Marketing Entities (FMEs) on high sea sale basis (commonly known as

"Pool lssue Price"

It was submitted that the above wordings are not restrictive to Urea for Agricultural

purpose. The description 'Urea, falling under tariff item 3102 10 00 of the First Schedule

of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975)'covers goods falling with the description

'Urea' irrespective of its end use but the condition is that it should fall within the

description of Urea and also should fall under CTH 310210.00. lt is to be noted that the

notification does not provide any end use condition for the imported goods.

3.1.17 NPCL submitted that the notification exempts IGST as rn excess of the IGST

amount calculated over and above the 'Pool lssue Price'. Here the notification fixes a

'Value Cap'for calculating the IGST for which 'Pool lssue Price' becomes the basis ln

the present case, the IGST of 18% is normally applicable for "Urea (technical grade) on

the value calculated in terms of Section 3(8) read with Section 3(7) of The Customs

Tariff Act '1975 (normal calculation). When IGST amount is higher as per normal

calculation, the excess amount over and above the calculated amounl based on 'Pool

lssue Price'valuation is exempted. lt is relevant to note that the Government intends to

introduce a Value Cap for the calculation of IGST for Urea. For that purpose, the

Government fixes the'Pool lssue Price'as the basis.'Pool lssue Price'arises from the

sale of Urea from Ministry of Chemical and Fertilizers/Department of Fertilizes to

Fertilizer Marketing Entities (FMEs) on high sea sale basis. Only in the context of fixrng

minimum floor price ('Pool lssue Price') for calculation of IGST, the notification uses the

names of Ministry of Chemical and Fertilizers/Department of Fertilizes and Fertilizer

Marketing Entities (FMEs) in the notification. The intention of the notification is that

IGST is to be collected not less than the amount calculated on the basis of 'Pool lssue

Price'.
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3.1.18 lt was submitted by M/s NPCL that the contention of the Department that the

notification extends benefit for imports made on High Sea Sales by Fertilizer Marketing

Entities (FMES) and also that the import of Urea for Agricultural use is only eligible for

benefit is not tenable. The interpretation by the Department defeats the very purpose of

notification which is meant for Urea falling under CTH 310210.00. ln support of the

same , they cited the following decisions

(i) Commissioner of C.Ex.Kolkota vs Duroplas lndia Pvt Ltd 2001(136) ELT 575

(Tri-Kolkota) wherein it was held that the 'lnterpretation which renders the

legislation futile and meaningless has to be avoided'.

(ii) CC (Preventive), Amritsar vs Malwa lndusties Ltd 2009(235) EtT214(SC), wheren

the Hon'ble Supreme Court observed that it is a well settled principle of law that

where the literal meaning leads to an anomaly and absurdity, it should be

avoided.

(iii) South Eastern Coalfields Ltd vs CCE 2006(200) ELf 357(SC) wherein Hon'ble

Supreme Court held that while interpreting an exemption notification, where the

meaning of a word or expression is not clear, the literal rule of interpretation

cannot be applied and resort is to be taken to other rules of interpretation.

(iv) Dinesh Textiles vs Commissioner of CE, Customs & ST 2019(366) Err 3 (SC)

wherein it was held that it is well-settled that if a legal fiction is created in Statute,

same is irrevocable and must be taken to logical end

(v) Shailesh Dhairywan vs Mohan Balakrishna Lulla reported in 2016 3 SCC 51 I
wherein it was held that 'Purposive interpretation to a Statutory provision has to

be given particularly in those cases where literal interpretation thereof may not

serve the purpose of the Statute and may lead to absurdity. This decision was

relied in the case of Saint Gobain lndia Pvt Ltd reported in 2019(356) ELT -
A24(Mad) also .

3.1.19 As regards confiscation under section 1 1 1 (0), it was submitted that there

is no condition provided in the notification as to the end use of the imported item No

end use condition is prescribed in the notification. Hence no end use bond or

undertaking was taken by Customs. The notification does not specify the name of the

importer to whom the benefit is intended. Under the said circumstances, the allegation

of non-compliance of the condition of the notification does not arise ,

3.1.20 NPCL submitted that the SCN alleges that willful misstatement of facts in

the Bs/E by claiming wrong exemption and also made false declaration intentionally to

get Customs duty benefit. The Department has alleged willful misstatement and false

statement only to invoke Section 28(4),114A & 114AA of Customs Act 1962. No

evidence has been brought in the SCN to prove that they had made willful misstatement

or false declaration to Customs to get the duty benefit. They had declared the goods to

Customs correctly as "'Urea (technical grade)'and we never stated in the Customs

documents that the goods were meant for use in Agriculture. Mere claiming of
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Notification does not amount to mis-declaration or willful misstatement or false

declaration, ln the present case, it can be observed that there was no express mention

of the item and its Tariff heading (CTH) for which the exemption is granted. Hence, this

exemption notification is deficient to bring the real intention of the Government.

Tribunals and Courts had held that when the notification itself gives scope for

interpretation, the charge of willful misstatement will not arise and also that in the case

of bonafide dispute about interpretation of an exemption Notification, penalty is not

imposable.

3.1.21 lt was further submitted by NPCL that they had not rendered the goods liable to

confiscation under section 1 1 1 (m) and 1 1 1 (o) of CA 1962. When the goods itself are not

liable to confiscation, imposition of penalty under Section 112(a) does not anse.

lnvoking both the sections 112(a) and 114A in the SCN is not legally correct. ln the

circumstances stated above, the invoking of penal provisions under section 112(a),114A

and 114AA of CA 1962 is not sustainable. Further, they are the Manufacturer of Diesel

Exhaust Fluids for which "Urea (technical grade) is the 'input material'. They are

maintaining ITC (lnput Tax Credit) system and thereby they are availing credit (lTc) for

those Taxes/duty paid on inputs and utilize such credit for payment of IGST/GST ln the

said circumstances, the IGST amount paid on the imports is revenue neutral to their

Company as well as for the Government because the same is available for input credit

and there is no loss to the Company even when any higher amount of IGST is paid for

their import consignments. ln support of the same they cited the following decisions

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Goenka Woollen Mills Ltd Vs Comm of CE Shillong 2001 (135) ELT 873 (Tri-Kolkata)

Hindustan Steel Ltd Vs State of Orissa 1978(2) ELT (J 1 59) SC

Collector of Central Excise Vs H.M.M.Ltd 1995(76) ELT 497 (SC)
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3.2. Written Defence Reply by Shri. Nandan Agarwal , Managing Director of M/s

NPCL.

3.2.1 Shri. Nandan Agarwal submitted written defence submission dated

18.9.2020 wherein he submitted that their company is doing business of manufacturing,

marketing and distribution of Diesel Exhaust Fluids (also known as "Adblue" which is

an Aqueous Urea Solution which contains 32.5% Technical grade Urea). We regularly

import Technical Grade Urea as input material through various Ports viz lCD, Tumb,

lCD, Sonipat, Chennai Sea Port, Mundra, Kolkata and Nhava Sheva Sea Ports. They

are maintaining ITC (lnput Tax Credit) system and thereby they are availing credit (lTC)

for those IGST/duty paid on inputs and utilize such credit for payment of IGST/GST, ln

the said circumstances, the IGST amount paid on the imports is revenue neutral to our

Company as well as for the Government because the same was available to them as

input credit and there was no loss to the Company even if they pay any higher amount

of IGST for our import of raw materials. Hence there was no necessity for the Company
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to pay less duty towards IGST payments for our imports. ln view of this and to avoid

litigation, the Company paid the differential amount as IGST even before issuance of

the SCN and took the IGST so paid as credit

3.2.2 lt was further submitted by Shri. Nandan Agan,rral , their company had given

reply to the SCN which may be treated as part and parcel of his reply. He rs managrng

Company and taking decisions only in the official capacity of the Managing Director of

Company and not in his personal capacity as an individual. They have been importing

and paying Customs duty promptly and they hade not come to the adverse notice of the

Department so far. During the year 2018- 2019, the Company paid Rs 1,38,89,649/-

(Rupees One Crore Thirty Eight Lakh Eighty Nine Thousand Six Hundred and Forty

Nine) as Customs Duty for imports of the Urea. Further, he had not done any act which

rendered the goods liable to confiscation and HE had also not made any willful

misstatement'to Customs for availing benefit of Customs notification 55t2018 The main

issue involved in the SCN is the interpretation of Customs Notification 55l20tg whether it

is applicable to Technical Grade Urea imported by them. He had not done any specific

violation in Customs clearances to attract 112(a) or 1 14AA of Customs Act 1962 ln

support of this defence submission, he cited the following decisions

(l) O T lnasu vs Union of lndia-1988 (38) ELT 264

(ii) L P Desai vs Union of lndia-2004(165) ELT 151

3.3 Written Defence Submissions by M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd.

3.3.1 M/s M R Shipping Pvt.Ltd. submitted theirwritten defence reply dated 19.9.2020

wherein they contended that ;

> Bills of Entry were filed by them as per instruction from the importer by

claiming the benefit of notification based on previous bill of entry copy

provided by Mr Satish, employee of the importer

l lmporter knowingly and wilfully insisted with them to file Bills of Entry on

availment of benefit of notification which was not available to them

) Statement of Mr Rahesh Kumar is contrary to the statement of Mr Rajkumar

Baheti and the same was given purposefully to mislead the investigating

agency by simply passing on the fault on them to escape from the clutches of

Iaw.

) since the previous Bill of Entry filed at lCD, Sonipat was assessed and

approved by the Department, hence they were under bonafide belief

) they have not violated any of the regulations and have acted in terms of the

regulations. Hence, the allegation of violation of Regulations without any

evidence by the Department is misplaced.

) violation of regulations is a separate cause of notice and penalty under the

Act for the same cannot be imposed, as there are separate provisions under

the regulations for penalising them for the same.
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> no action has been initiated by the Department under the Regulatlons for the

alleged violation and this clearly proves that they have not transgressed any

regulations under the Customs Broker Licensing Regulations, 2018.

> They have not done any act to render the imported goods liable for

confiscation under Section 111 of the Act. A bonafide act of filing the Bills of

Entry as per the instructions of the importer cannot be taken as knowledge on

the part of the them that the goods are liable to confisca tion.

) Thus, from the aforesaid it is clear that they had no knowledge of the fact that

the benefit of notification was not available to the importer and has not

violated any regulations of Customs Broker Licensing Regulations, 20'l B.

Hence, ingredients required for imposition of Penalty under Section 112 (a) of

the Act are not fulfilled.

) Penalty under Section 1 12 of the Act cannot be imposed on them as they

have not gained anything from the alleged mis-declaration by the importer

> it is not the case of the DR|/Department that they benefitted/gained anything

by helping importer in the alleged mis-declaration. As stated above, they

acted as per the instructions given by the importer on a bonafide belief that

the benefit of notification was available to them and did not gain anything by

filing the Bills of entry on behalf of importer by claiming the benefit of

notification. ln fact the they have not been paid for the services rendered by

them to the importer. Hence, they submit that they have not made any profit

by rendering services to importer, in-fact have incurred loss.

> From the copy of the ledger marked as annexure-C to reply it can be seen the

outstanding amount against the importer. lt is well settled by the judgment in

the case of Carpenter Classic Exim M. Ltd v. Commissioner of Customs

Bangalore, 2006(200) ELT 593 (Tri - Bang) wherein it was held in absence of

personal gain, no penalty can be imposed and the same was upheld by the

Hon'ble Supreme court as reported in 2OO9 (235) E L.T 201 (SC).

) Further , in the case of Nagpur Alloy Castings v/s CC.E- 2OO2 (142) E.LI
515 (SC), the Hon'ble Supreme Court had set aside the penalty on the ground

that the assessee did not gain anything by evading the duty. The said dictum

will be applicable to the present case as well.

)> Since they did not gain anything by filing Bills of Entry on behaif of importer

by claiming the benefit of notilication, hence the penalty under Section 112 (a)

of the Act cannot be imposed for this reason as well.

) Penalty cannot be imposed on them as they had no knowledge of alleged

wrongful declaration by the importer

l they had no knowledge that the importer was not eligible for the benefit of

notification. lt is settled law that for imposition of penalty under Section 112 of

the Act mens rea has to be established about the wrongful act. ln the present
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case, they during the period in dispute were not aware that the benefit of

notification was not available to the importer.

) They acted as per instructions from the importer and based on previous copy

of the Bill of Entry provided by the importer, wherein the importer was granted

benefit of notification. The aforesaid fact has been positively affirmed by the

Department in the captioned show cause notice as well. Hence, there is no

contumacious conduct or deliberate or conscious circumvention of the law by

them. Thus in absence of any knowledge on part of them about the wrongful

claim by the importer, penalty under Section 112 (a) of the Act is not

sustainable. Reliance is placed on the decision in the case of Akbar

Badruddin Jiwani v/s CC, Mumbai l99O (47) E.L.T 161 (SC)to support the

aforesaid contention. ln the said case Hon'ble Supreme Court held that

burden lies upon the Customs Department to prove that the importers had

acted dishonestly or contemptuously or with deliberate object of committing a

breach of law. The Hon'ble Supreme Court noted that the importers had acted

under bona fide belief and hence set aside the penalty.

F Hon'ble CESTAT in the case of Suresh Rajaram Newagi reported as

2008(228) ELT 211 had set aside the penalty imposed under Section 112 of

the Customs Act holding that in absence of mens rea or knowledge about

smuggling activity , penalty for abetting smuggling is not maintainable

) Reliance is also placed on the decision of Hon'ble Tribunal in the case of

Meirs Pharrna (lndia) Pvt. Ltd v/s Commissioner 2OO4 (164) E.L.T (53),

wherein the Hon'ble Tribunal held that mens rea is necessary requirement for

imposition of penalty under Section 112 of lhe Act. As stated above, they had

no knowledge what so ever that the benefit of notification was not available to

the importer

) lt is settled law that for imposition of penalty on the CHA under Section 1 12

(a) of the Act malafide intention/ knowledge on their part has to be

established.

) they had no knowledge of the fact that benefit of notification was not avarlable

to the importer. Hence, penalty under Section 112 (al of the Act is not

sustainable. Reliance is placed on the following decisions to support the

aforesaid contentlon: -

(i) Panjrath Road Carriers v/s Commissioner of Ludhiana 2018 (359)

ELT a08 [ri)
(ii) Brijesh international v/s Commissioner of Customs, New Delhi 2017

(352) ELT 22e $ri)
(iii) Escorts Heart lnstitutes & Research Centre v/s Commissioner of

Customs, New Delhi 2016 (336) ELT 185 (Tri) upheld by Hon'ble

Supreme Courl2017 (348) ELT 4131
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(iv)Tata Motors Ltd v/s Commissioner of Customs, Mumbar-2015 (316)

ELT 257

(v) Commissioner of Customs vis Vaz Forwarding Ltd -2011(266) ELT

3e (Guj)

(vi)Cargo & Travel Services Pvt. Ltd v/s Commissioner of Customs

2010 (252) ELT 82 (Tri)

(vii)Premier instruments & controls ltd v/s CC 2OOB (2271 ELT 139

(Tri)

Penalty cannot be imposed on them in absence of documentary evidence to

establish knowledge of alleged mis-declaratlon

there is not a single documentary evidence to establish the fact that they had

knowledge about the fact that the benefit of notification was not available to

the importer. ln absence of such evidence the Department cannot impose

penalty under Section 112 of lhe Act on them.

It is settled law that penalty cannot be imposed merely based on

presumptions and assumptions. Hence for this reason as well Penalty under

Section 112 of the Act is not imposable. Penalty cannot be imposed on them

as there is no loss to exchequer

importer has wrongly availed the benefit of notification wherein IGST was paid

at reduced rate.

had the importer paid full IGST without availing the benefit of notification then

the aforesaid payment will be available as credit to the importer. Hence, in

nutshell the situation is revenue neutral in nature and there is no loss to

exchequer. lt is settled law that when there is no duty evasion then the

question of imposition of penalty does not arise. Reliance is placed on the

decisions in the case of CCE v/s Balakrishna lndustrres 2006 (2O1) E L T 325

(SC) and Orchid Chemicals v/s CC 2OO7 (211) E.L.T 452 . Thus penalty

under Section 112 (a) of the Act is not sustainable, hence the captioned Show

Cause Notice should be set aside.

The DRI in the captioned Show Cause Notice has proposed to impose

penalty under Section 114AA of the Act on them. Section 114AA of the Act

provides for imposition of penalty for use of false and incorrect material or

causing such use.

On plain reading of Section 114AA of the Act, it is clear that there are two

essential ingredients that needs to be fulfilled for imposition of penalty under

the aforesaid section, a) knowledge and b) that the material should be false.

ln the present case, they had no knowledge of the fact that the benefit of

notification was not available to the importer. lnfact, they acted on bona fide

belief that the benefit of notification was available to the importer based on

copy of previous Bill of Entry provided by the importer, wherein the benefit of

/
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notification was granted by the Department. The aforesaid fact has not be

disputed by the Department as well.

) Mr. Rajkumar Baheti in his statement also stated that they was not aware of

the fact that the benefit of notification was not available to the importer. He

(Rajkumar Baheti) further stated that the statement of Mr Rahesh Kumar,

employee of importer wherein he had blamed them suggesting to avail the

benefit of notification is incorrect. Even the Department did not believe that Mr

Rahesh Kumar was stating the truth and same is evident from the captioned

show cause notice, wherein it is stated that Mr Rahesh Kumar purposefully

tried to mislead the investigating agency by simply passing on the fault on the

Noticee to escape from the clutches of law.

> They only acted as per instructions given by the importer ln view thereof,

penalty under Section 114 AA of the Act is not sustainable, as the ingredient

for imposition of the same is not satisfied in the present case. Reliance rs

placed on the decision of Naveen Mehta V.s CC (Port) Kolkata reported in

2Ol7 (358) ELT 857 (Tri -Kolkata)

; Facts of the present case are identical to the above decision and the ratio of

the same is squarely applicable to the present case as well. ln absence of

knowledge on their part , penalty under Section 114AA of the Act cannot be

imposed upon them. Penalty under Section 114AA of the Act can only be

imposed on natural person and it cannot be imposed on the artificial person

or company because the goods are handled by natural living person and not

by an artificial entity and declaration can only be made or caused to be made

by a natural person. Hence, it is submitted that penalty under Section 114AA

of the Act cannot be imposed on them for this reason as well. Reliance in this

regard is placed on the decision of Honble Tribunal in the case of Apple

Sponge and Power Ltd. v. Commissioner of Service Tax 2018 (362) E.LT

894 (Tri-Mum)

> They have not caused for submission of any wrong declaration as alleged in

the captioned Show Cause Notice. They just acted as per the instructions of

the importer and did not make nor caused to make any wrong submission.

Hence, for this reason as well penalty under Section 114 AA of the Act is not

sustainable. ln any event, it is submitted that if at all any wrong declaration

has been made then the same is made by the importer and not by them,

hence imposition of penalty under Section 114AA of the Act on them is non

est and not sustainable for this reason as well.

> they never suggested to the importer that the benefit of notification can be

availed by them, as stated by Mr Rahesh Kumar. lnfact the importer

instructed them to file Bill of entry by claiming the benefit of notification and

also provided a copy of the previous bill of Entry, wherein the benefit of

notification was granted to them.
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Mr Rahesh Kumar wrongly blamed them for availing the benefit of notification

by the importer, in order to escape from the clutches of law. The fact that the

statement of Mr Rahesh Kumar cannot be relied upon, as the same was

contradictory to statement of Rajkumar Baheti and also does not depict the

true facts is also admitted by the Department in the captioned show cause

notice. Hence, it is submitted that statement of Mr Rahesh Kumar cannot be

relied upon to draw any kind of inference against them

it is well settled law that statement of co-noticee cannot be relied upon in the

absence of any corroborative evidence to substantiate the same. The said

view has been upheld in the following judgments:

i. Vikram Singh Dahia v/s Commissioner of Customs (Export), New

Delhi - 2008(223) ELT 619 (Tri - Del)

ii. J I Gandhi Silk Mills v/s Commissioner of Central Excise, Surat- 2009

(237) ELT 103 (Tri - Ahmd)

iii. KK Jain v/s Commissioner of Customs Kandla- 2009 (235) ELT 170

(Tri - Ahmd)

In Iight of the above decisions, it is clear that uncorroborated statement made

by co-noticee cannot be the sole basis for imposition of penalty.

Mr Rahesh Kumar wrongly stated that they suggested the importer to avail

the benefit of notification. The aforesaid assertion of Mr Rahesh Kumar is not

only supported by without any documentary evidence but also contradictory to

statement of Mr Rajkumar Baheti and Mr Vivek Saxena and also self

contradictory- Hence, it is imperative to cross examine Mr Rahesh Kumar to

bring out the correct facts of the case.

it is submitted that it is well settled law that when the department has placed

reliance on the statement of a person, they would be entitled to cross

examine him when correctness of the same is being disputed.

the right to cross-examination is one of the principles of natural justice and

the evidence relied upon may not be read against a party until the same has

been subjected to cross-examination.

the exercise of Right to Cross Examination is justly regarded as one of the

most efficient tests which the law has devised for discovery of truth.

Cross-examination is part and parcel as evidence. The statement under

Section 108 of the Act even if admissible may not carry conviction unless its

probative value is tested by Cross examination. Reliance is placed on the

following decisions to buttress the aforesaid contention

i. Andaman Timbers lndustries v/s Commissioner of C.Ex.Kolkata-ll

reported in 2015(324) ELT 641 (SC)

ii. Shyam Traders v/s Commissioner of Central Excise, Lucknow reported

in 2Ol2 (278) E.L.T 468 (Tri-Del)
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iii. Commissioner of C.Ex, Meerut-l v/s R.A Castings Pvt Ltd reported in

2011 (2691 E.L.T 337 (Ail)

iv. M/s Meenakshi Ferro lngots Pvt. Ltd v/s Commissioner of Central

Excise Pune-lll reported in 2016(10) TMI 948- CESTAT Allahabad

v. M/s Adhikasri Electromech Ltd and others v/s Commissioner CCE and

ST, Hyderabad reported in 2016 (6) TMI 912

vi. CCE &ST, lndore vs Kisan Extrusions Ltd. & others -2016(30 TMI 665

vii. Sunland alloys & others vs CCE & ST ,Vapi -2015 (10) TMI 1 104

viii. Bajrang Castings Pvt. Ltd. vs Commissioner, Central Excise &

ST,A'bad-ll- 2015 (7) TMI 669

they may be heard and granted Personal Hearing in the case.

3.4 Written Defence Submissions by M/s A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt.

Ltd.

3.4.1 M/s A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd. vide letter dated 11.9.2020 to the

Additional/Joint Commissioner of Customs, Chennai had submitted that they were

ready to give clarification in respect of show cause notice issued to them. They also

requested that they may be granted Personal Hearing .

PERSONAL HEARING:

4. Virtual Personal Hearing in the matter was fixed on 12.10.2020 but could not

take place as nobody appeared on the appointed day. The next date of personal

hearing was fixed on 10.11.2020 which was attended by the representatives of co-

noticees viz. Shri. Chirag Shetty, Advocate on behalf of M/s M R Shipping Pvt Ltd

and Shri. Mukesh Shukla, Branch Manager M/s A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt

Ltd.

4.1 Shri. Chirag Shetty learned advocate representing M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd.

appeared for virtual hearing. He was appearing in relation to show cause notices

issued to NPCI as well as NBAPL as they both are group companies and issue

involved was common. He contended that lmporter M/s NPL Bluesky automotive Pvt

Ltd. filed Bill of Entry No. 8923793 dated 20.11.2018 in ICD Sonipat with IGST @ 5%

through their CHA S G Clearing. And on very next day next day it was informed to the

importer by their CHA M/s S G Clearing that that they are not eligible for IGST @5%

IGST applicable is 18% and they may have to pay differential amount of duty along with

interest. This was informed verbally to the importer & this incidenVinformation was also

mailed by CHA S G clearing (this fact is unearthed during DRI investigation, may be

referred al para 07 of the SCN issued by the DRl.). lt was further contended by Shri.

Shetty that the first BoE No : 8935102 dated 20.11.2018 was filed in ICD TUMB by

them with reference of ICD Sonipat, and as per say and misleading information

provided by the importer and as per reference of the BE no 8923793/20.'l 1 .20 1 B f iled at

/
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ICD Sonipat. This issue was told by the importer to them on telephone and copy of

Sonipat BE no was supplied to them on 22.11.2018 on email for reference and for their

claim for IGST@S%. Though, ICD Tumb BE no 8935102 was filed on 20.11.2018 but it

was cleared only on 30.11.2018. Even though during this period of 10 days, importer

kept us misleading that in Kolkata also they have filed BE No : 8985488 dated

24.11.2018 for the import of the same goods. Though they were aware that in respect of

Bill of Entry No . 8923793 dated 20.11.2018 filed in ICD Sonipat, Customs had taken

objection and their CHA M/s S G Clearing had informed them that that they are not

eligible for IGST @5% and they may have to pay difference of duty along with interest

( this fact is already revealed during the DRI investigation and mentioned in para I and you may

p/ease a/so refer 12,lV & V and 12.01 ,14.01 .01 , 14.02,14.03 . ... ..... of the DR/ SCN) They

never paid the differential duty till DRI started investigation, and lnterest is still not paid

by the importer. They have not paid the Interest till date lt shows there malafide

intention and deliberate misleading information to Customs & CHA. Further, DRI very

clearly stated that importer had taken benefits in ICD-Tumb deliberately by misleading

the custom agency & CHA M R SHIPPING PVT LTD . Department has ample of proof

that importers were very much aware that they are not eligible for notification benefit .

Similarly in the same opinion and misleading information supplied by the importer first

BoE No : 8973700 daled 23.11.2018 was filed by them in Mundra port and Cleared on

1.12.2018. During the DRI investigation and statement of various CHA in different

ports/icd & importer it is established that the importer deliberately supplied misleading

information to CHA & Customs for availing 5 % IGST However, ln all the ports/lCDs

they have rectified their mistake of availing IGST @5% and cleanng shipment without

notification benefit ( @18%) but in case of ICD Tumb and lt/undra port, they kept on

misleading us on the basis of Bills of entry No . 8923793 DT 20.1 1 .201 I of ICD Sonipat,

though it was moral and ethical responsibility of the importer to provide truthful and

correct information to customs department and us and remain abide by the law. Shri.

Shetty further deliberated that whenever they discussed the issue with importer in the

matter of IGST @18% they mislead them with wrong intention to avail IGST @5%.

4.2 Representative of M/s A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd. submitted that

they had filed two Bills of Entry at Chennai i.e. B.E No- 9259931 daled 14.02.2018

and B.E.No. 9520638 Df :04.01 .2019 based on previous Bill of Entry furnished by Shri

Satish of lt/l/s Nandan Petrochem Ltd. which was sent by mail to them . The previous

B.E copy sent to them was B E No.8973700 dated 23.11.2018which had been filed in

ICD Tumb for M/s NPL Bluesky Automotive Pvt. Ltd. whtch is one of the group

company of Nandnan Petrochem Ltd. lt was further contended that they had prepared

the checklist according to the previous B.E issued by the importer and sent for approval

on 14.12.2018. They had also sent the Customs Notification no.55/2018 dated

26.07.2018 by mail to Mr.Jasprit and Mr. Sathish for their approval. Further , Shrr

Sathish had also informed orally to them that the Bill of Entry was on hold in ICD Tumb
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and it was not getting assessed.. They had discussed with Appraiser and AC in the ICD

Tumb, who had insisted them and their existing CHA to file using this notification as

there was some issue in system, after which the B.E in ICD Tumb got assessed and

released. Hence, as per the instructions received by importer only and not on their own

they had filed Bills of Entry as per previous Bill of Entry issued by importer. Further,

both the Bills of Entry were open Bill which were duly assessed and released by the

concerned officers.

4.3 On the date of virtual hearing fixed on 21.12.2020, Shri. Nandan Agarwal.

Managing Director of M/s NBAPL and Ms. Sudha Somvanshi DGM (Legal) , Nandan

Group appeared for remaining two noticees viz. M/s NPI Bluesky Automotive Pvt. Ltd.

and Shri. Nandan Agarwal, who reiterated the contentions made by them in the written

submission daled 20.11.2020. lt was also contended that without prejudice to the merits

of the case, they have deposited the differential IGST to the Department even before

issue of show cause notice. lt was further submitted that they are entitled for lnput Tax

Credit as there was no intention to avoid payment of IGST on imported Urea lt was

further contended that they were of considered view that according to their

understanding and interpretation of the Notification No. 55/20'18-Cus dated 26 7 2018,

concessional rate of duty was available to them as Notification clearly indicates that the

notification is intended for the goods with description "Urea" falling under Tariff item no.

31 02 1000 and the reasons has already been explained in detail in the reply to the

show cause notice i.e. written submission dated 20.11.2020. lt was further requested

that the decision of the Hon'ble Supreme Court on this issue (which has been relied

upon them in the written submission dated 20.11 .2020) may be noted while adjudicating

the case. They also requested that the proposal to impose penalty against them may

be dropped.

DISCUSSION & FINDINGS:

5. I have carefully gone through the show cause notice, defence replies, personal

hearing and other relevant documents available on record. lfind that NPCL have paid

Customs duty under dispute voluntarily during investigation by DRI and before the

issuance of show cause notice. The issues to be decided in this case are as under -

(i) Whether IGST benefit claimed by NPCL was available to them under

Notification No. 55/201 8-Cus dated 26.7 .2018?

(ii) Whether the said benefit claimed by NPCL was taken with intent to evade

payment of duty?

(iii) Whether NPCL and Nandan Agarwal are liable to penalty under sections

invoked in the impugned SCN?

(iv) Whether the Customs Brokers viz. M/s. M.R.Shipping Private Limited and

fM/S A S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd. are liable to penalty for
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knowingly filing Bills of Entry claiming IGST exemption with intent to help

NPCL to evade payment of duty?

5.1 The text of Notification No. 55/2018-Customs dated 267 2018 re-produced

below very clearly indicates that the benefit of exemption from IGST is available only to

Fertilizer Marketing Entities and it is available over and above the Pool lssue Price at

which Urea is sold by the Ministry of Chemical and Fertilizers, Govt. of lndia :-

5.1.2 I also find that Section 2A(1) of the Essential Commodities Act,1 955 defines

essential commodities, which are notified in the schedule to Sectton 2A(1) of the

Essential Commodities Act,1955. The Section reads as under:-

2A. Essential commodities declaration, etc. -
(1) For the purposes of this AcL "essential commoditv" means a commoditv

specified lo !!te Schedule.

(2) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (4), the Central Government may. if it

is satisfied that it ls necessa4f so to do in the public interest and for reasons to be

specified in the notification published in the Official Gazette, amend the Schedule

so as lo-
(a) add a commodity to the said Schedule;

(b) remove any commodity from the said Schedule,

in consultation with the State Governments.

39

Urea - Exemption to urea sold to FMEs on high sea sare basis as ls rn excess to

value at which it is sold by Ministry of Chemical to FMES

ln exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of section 25 of the Customs

Act, 1962 (52 of 1962) and sub-section (12) of section 3 of Cusloms Tariff Act, 1975,

(51 of 1975), the Central Government, being satisfied that it is necessary in the public

lnlerest so to do, hereby exempts the lntegrated Goods and Servlces Tax, leviable

under sub-section (7) of section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975), as tn

excess of the amount calculated over and above the value at which Ministry of

Chemical and Feftilizers/Depaftment of Fertifizes sells urea, falling under tariff item

3102 10 00 of the First Schedule of the Customs Tariff AcL 1975 (51 of 1975), to

Fertilizer Marketinq Entities (FMEs) on high sea sa/e basls (commonly known as "Pool

lssue Price").

2. This notification shall come into force on the 27th July, 2018.

(Emphasis supplied)

5.1.1 I find that the heading of the Notification itself very clearly states that exemotion

is available to Urea sold to Fertilizer Marketinq Entities (FMEs) in excess of the value at

which urea is sold by Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers to Fertilizer Marketing Entities

(FMEs). Hence, we first need to examine whether NBAPL is a "Fertilizer Marketing

Entity" and for that we need to find out what is FME. I find that the phrase suggests (as

also the dictionary meaning) that an entity which markets fertilizer can be termed as

''Fertilizer Marketing Entity".
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(3) Any notification issued under sub-section (2) may also direct that an entry

shall be made against such commodity in the said Schedule declaring that such

commodity shall be deemed to be an essenfla/ commodity for such period not

exceeding six months to be specified in the notification:

Provided that the Central Government may, in the public interest and for reasons

to be specified, by notification in the Official Gazette, extend such period beyond

the said six months.

(4) The Central Government may exercise its powers under sub-section (2) in

respect of the commodiA b which Parliament has power to make laws by viftue

of Entry 33 List lll in the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution.

(5) Every notification issued under sub-section (2) shall be laid, as soon as may

be after it is issued, before both Houses of Parliament.

(Emphasis supplied)

5.1.3 The schedule to Section 2A(1) of the Essential Commodities Act,1955 notifies

Fertilizer as one of the essential commodities as under -

THE SCHEDULE

(See section 2A)

ESSENI/AL COMMODITIES

(1) drugs.

Explanation.-For the purposes of this Schedule, "drugs" has the meaning

assigned to it in clause (b) of section 3 of the Drugs and Cosmetics AcL 1940;

fert. whether ino ntc o ,c or m,xe

(3) foodstuffs, including edible orlseeds and oils;

(4) hank yarn made wholly from cofton;

(5) petroleum and petroleum products;

(6) ......

(7) ......

(Emphasis supplied)

5.1.4

reads

I would like to reproduce Section 3 of the Essential Commodities Act,1955, which

as under ;

3, Powers to control production, supply, distribution, etc., of essential

commodities.-
(1) lf the Central Government is of opinion that it is necessary or expedient

so to do for maintaining or increasing supp/les of any essential commodity or for

securing their equitable distribution and availability at fair prices, [or for securing

any essential commodity for the defence of lndia or the efficient conduct of

military operationsl, it may, by order, provide for regulating or prohibiting the

production, supply and distribution thereof and trade and commerce therein.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the powers conferred by sub-seclion

(1), an order made thereunder may provide-

(a) for regulating by licences, permits or otherwise the production or manufacture

of any essential commodity;
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(b)....
(c) for controlling the price at which any essential commodity may be bought or

so/d;

(d) for regulating by licences, permits or otheNvise the storage, transport,

distribution, disposal, acquisition, use or consumption of, any essential

commodity;

(3) Where any perso, serrs any essential commodity in compliance with

an order made with reference to crause (fl of sub-section (2), there shall be

paid to him the price therefore as hereinafter provided:-
(a) where the price can, consistently with the controlled price, if any, fixed

under this section, be agreed upon, the agreed pice:

(b) where no such agreement can be reached, the price calculated with

reference to the controlled price, if any;

(c) where neither clause (a) nor clause (b) applies, the price calculated at

the market rate prevailing in the locality at the date of sale.

5.1.5 I would also like to draw attention to Clause 9 of the Fertilizer Control Order,1985,

which reads as under -

9. Grant or refusal of ceftificate of registation. - The registering authorily or,

as lhe case may be, the controller shall granl a ceftificate of registration n Form

B within thirty days of the receipt of application to any persan who applies for it

under Cl 8 :

Provided that no cedificate of registration shall be granted to a person. -

(a) if his previous ceftificate of registration is under suspension ; or

(b) if his previous cefiificate of registration has been cancelled within a

period of one year immediately precedent the date of application ; or

(c) if he has been convicted of an offence under the Act, or any Order made

thereunder within three years immediately preceding the date of making

the application ; or

(d) if he fails to enclose with the application a ceftificate of source ; or

(e) if the application is incomplete in any respect ; or

O if he makes an application for obtaining the ceftificate of registration for

industrial dealer and, excepting if he is a manufacturer or pool handling

agency, holds a valid certificate of registration for wholesale dealer or

retail dealer or both, and as the case may be, the vice versa.

5.1.6 lfind that the Fertilizer Control Order, 1985, as amended, read with Section 3.

Section 2A(1) of the Essential Commodities Act, 1955 (10 of 1955) stipulate that no

person, including a manufacturer, an importer, a pool handling agency, a wholesale

dealer, a retail dealer or an industrial dealer shall offer for sale or shall carry on the

business of selling Fertilizers at any place except under and in accordance wrth the

terms and conditions of a certificate of registration granted to him under clause 9 of the

order. The provisions make amply clear that for any entity to qualify as FME. it has to

get the Registration as detailed above since the marketing of fertilizer in lndia is to be
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done in a regulated manner for which an entity has to obtain registration from the

appropriate authority and NPCL has failed to produce/ submit any such registration

5.2 Notification No. 55i2018-Customs dated 26.07.2018 clearly says exemption is

available to Fertilizer Marketing Entities and hence, there is reason to believe, as per

provisions contained in the Fertilizer Control Order ,1985 (as amended) that Fertilizer

I\Iarketing Entity must be registered as such with the appropriate authority. ln the

present case, there is nothing on record that NPCL is a registered Fertilizer Marketing

Entity. On contrary, NPCL is engaged in the manufacture of lubricants,industrial oils and

greases and therefore, they had nothing to do with marketing of fertilizers. lt is a fact

that Urea as a fertilizer is made available to the farmers al a subsidized price as

determined by the Govt. The prices of lubricants, industrial oils and greased were not

determined by the govt. but by NPCL. The notification exempting IGST on value above

Pool Price due to Govt. controlled price of urea on account of urea being used in

agriculture where as NPCL was using urea for making their product lubricants. lndustrial

oils and greases for various industrial purposes.

5.2.1 I find that NPCL, in their defence reply dated 15.9.2020 and dated 20.11.2020,

has contended that the notification does not mention any specific description of urea

and tariff heading to be exempted contending thereby that notification provrdes

exemption of IGST over and above the Pool lssue Price as long as the goods fall under

CTH 31 021000. I find that while contending above, NPCL has conveniently forgotten

that the Notification mentions Urea sold to FMEs (Fertilizer Marketing Entities), which is

very vital condition of the Notification.

appearl\q for the Revenue is riqht in his submlssion that present case ls /lor a case

42

5.2.2 NPCL has submitted that the notification is not restrictive to Urea for agriculturai

purpose and the interpretation by the department defeats the purpose of the exemption.

I do not find force in this argument for the reason that the notification is unambiguous by

mentioning that the exemption is available to the Urea sold to Fertilizer Marketing Entity.

The word "Fertilizer Marketing Entity" in the notification makes clear that urea has to be

for agriculture use and not for industrial use. There cannot be any other meaning than

what the literal meaning of language of the notification suggests. When literal meanrng

is clear, any other interpretation does not hold any ground. lfind that in the case of

Gujarat Ambuja Exports Ltd. reported as 2016(338) ELT 481 (SC), the Hon'ble Apex

Court while allowing the department's appeal has held that applicability of exemptron

has to be examined in terms of what is contained in the notification. The Relevant para

is reproduced as under -

'17. At the outset, we would like to remark that the learned senior counsel

for classification of qoods but relates to the admissibilitv of exemption notification.

When the ouestion arises as to whether exemption from tax/dutv of a parlicular
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natjlication is aualable llo as essee or nqt-the same has to be examlned in terms of

the said notification i.e. whether the stipulations and conditions mentioned in the

said notification are fulfilled by an assessee to claim the benefit of the notification

Notification No. 21/2002, dated 1-3-2002, as amended by Notification No.66/2004,

dated 9-7-2004 is a general exemption notification which enlist number of products

that are given full or partial exemption from payment of custom duty or additional

duty. At Sr. No. 29 of this notification are edible oils falling under certain headings of

Chapter 15. ln contrast, goods mentioned at Sr. No. 30 (with which we are

concerned) talks of non-edible goods having a Free Fatty Acid. The precise

description of the goods which qualify for exemption from payment of custom duly is

as under : ....."

(Emphasis suppLed)

5.2.3 NPCL has also cited a judgment of the Hon'ble Apex Court in the case of M/s

Hemraj Gordhandas reported as 1978 (2) ELT J350. lfind that this judgment is not

helping the noticee. On contrary, it supports the view taken in the impugned show cause

notice. ln the said decision, it has been held by the Hon'ble Apex Court that in a taxing

statute there is no room for any intendment but regard must be had to the clear

meaning of the words. ln the present case, notification specifically states that Urea sold

to Fertilizer Marketing Entities and hence, for Urea not sold to FME, benefit under

Notification is not available.

5.2.4 The judgment of the Hon'ble Apex Court in the case of Duroplas lndia Pvt Ltd

clarifies that interpretation which renders the legislation meaningless has to be avoided.

I find that the judgment of the Hon'ble Apex Court supports the case of the department.

ln the case, the Hon'ble Apex Court was to decide whether Seat is a part of furniture or

it is a furniture on its own to be eligible for exemption. in the present case, exemption is

available on IGST only on urea sold to FMEs and hence, any urea sold to anyone other

than FMEs, this exemption is not available.

5.2.5 NPCL has also cited a judgment of the Hon'ble Apex Court in the case of lvlalwa

lndustries Ltd. reported as 2009(235) ELf 214 and submitted that it ls a well settled

principle of law that where the literal meaning leads to anomaly and absurdity , it should

be avoided. lfind that there is neither anomaly nor absurdity when literal meantng rs

assigned to the notification. The literal meaning is crystal clear and does not leave any

doubt about its applicability to urea sold to FMEs only.

5.2.6 NPCL has cited judgment of the Hon'ble Apex Court in the case of M/s South

Eastern Coalfields reported as 2006(200) ELT 357 to say that notification should be

interpreted properly to give a meaning. lfind that the decision cited is not applicable at

all in the present case as the Hon'ble Court had pronounced the interpretation of the

word "precincts" and held that where meaning of a word or expression is not clear, the
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literal rule of interpretation cannot be applied and resort to be taken to other rules of

interpretation e.g. the Heydon's mischief Rule, the purposive rule etc. I do not find any

reason to hold that ratio of this decision can be applied in the present case. The words

of the notification in question are crystal clear and do not leave any doubt for

interpretation. The notification in unequivocal terms says Exem otion to Urea sold to

Fertilizer Marketinq Entities

(Emphasis supplied )

5.2.7 I find that the ratio of decision in the case of M/s Dinesh Textiles reported as

2019 (366) ELT 3 is not applicable at all as the issue of applicability of legal fictron

created by the statute is not to be decided in the present case.

5.2.8 I further find that the other case laws cited by NPCL in their defence reply are not

applicable at all in the facts and circumstances of the case and have been cited without

relevance to the present case at all.

5.3 lt is a fact that an exemption notification grants full or parlial exemption from levy

of duty on the product covered by such exemption notification. lt is also a fact that every

exemption notification is issued in the light of certain circumstances prevailing at the

relevant time; that every exemption notification has certain purpose; that every

exemption notification has to be strictly construed. The question of interpretation arises

only when two different meanings are possible. The notification very clearly says that

exemption to urea sold to Fertilizer Marketing Entities whereas NPCL is not a Fertilizer

Marketing Entity and NPCL is not claiming that they are a Fertilizer lvlarketrng Entity In

such a situation, exemption under Notification No 55/2018- Customs daled 26.07.2018

is not available to NPCL. lfind that the Hon'ble Madras High Court in the case of M/s

SCM Textile Processing Mills reported as 2019(36) ELf 482 denying the benefit of

exemption notification no. B/96-CE to M/s SCM Textile Processing Mills held that

exemption notification has to be construed strictly. The relevant para of the order rs

reproduced as under -

" 17. As regards the merits of the claim for exemption under entry 52.10 of

Notification No. 8/96, it is clear from the notification that the exemption is

organization specific. ln this regard, it is relevant to extract entry 52.10 which

reads as under :-

"Poly Vastra, that is to say, any cloth containing cotton and polyester woven on

handloom from yarns hand-spun in lndia and ceftified as Poly Vastra by an

officer duly authorised in this behalf by the Khadi and Village lndustries

Commission and processed by a factory owned by the Khadi and Village

lndustries Commission or any organization approved by the Khadi and Village

lndustries Commission for the purpose of precessing of Poly Vastra."

There is no credible evidence on record to show that MDP is a branch of the

petitioner. On the contrary, the ceiificate dated 14-12-1995 of KVIC approving
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and recognizing MDP for the purpose of availing exemption from excise duty in

respect of the processing of the Poly Vastra shows that MDP is a distinct entity.

This position admittedly continued until April, 2002 when KVIC registration was

obtained in the name of the petitioner. The exemption from excise duty has been

claimed by the petitioner for the period commencing from the year 1996 and

ending in the year 2002. Admittedlv. the petitioner had not obtained a ceftificate

from KVIC in respect of processlng ef Polwastra durinq the above said period.

Accordinolv. the oetitioner would not be entitled to the benefit of exemption

Notification No. 8/96. ln this connection , as rightly contended by the Learned

Counsel for the respondents, an exemption notification is required to be

construed strictly as held by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Commissioner of

Customs (lmpoft), Mumbai v. Dilip Kumar & Company repo fted in 2018 (361)

(5.C.). Applying the said rule of strict construction, it is abundantlv

clear that t.heoe itioner is not entitled to avail the benefit of exemption Notification

E.L.T. 577

No. 8/96 because the petitioner is unable to estab/ish that MDP and the petitioner

constituted one orqanization. ln this regard, it is also relevant to state that the

petitioner was constituted by Paftnership Deed dated 1-4-1996 but the petitioner

did not apply for obtaining KVIC certification until March, 2002.

(Emphasis supplied)

5.3.'l ln the present case, exemption is available to only those entities which are

Fertilizer Marketing Entities and there is no evidence at all that NPCL is a Fertilizer

Marketing Entity.

5.4 ln light of the findings in the foregoing paras, I hold that the benefit of IGST

exemption under Notification No. 55i2018-Customs dated 26.7 .2018 was/is not

available to NPCL and they have correctly deposited the amount of Customs duty not

paid by them wrongly claiming benefit of Notification No. 55/20'18- Customs dated

26.07.2018

6. M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd. in their defence replies have contended that they had

filed Bills of Entry as instructed by NPCL. lfind that this argument establishes their

complicity in the offence. NPCL was not entitled to claim IGST exemption under

Notification no.55/2018-Cus dated 26.7.2018, then they should not have claimed IGST

exemption benefit while filing Bills of Entry. As responsible Customs Brokers, they had

obligations to fulfill. A Customs Broker is not merely an agent of the importer but he also

has responsibility towards the department. A Customs Broker should have refrained

from filing Bills of Entry claiming wrong exemption. l, therefore, find that the argument

put fonarard by the Customs Brokers is not tenable.

6.1 M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd. have cited decision of the Hon'ble CESTAT in the

case of M/s Carpenter Classic Exim Pvt. reported as 2006(200) ELT 593 to contend

that in absence of any personal gain, no penalty should be imposed on them. Ratio of
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the decision referred to and relied upon by M/s M R Shipping Pvt, Ltd. is not applicable

as in that case question before Hon'ble Tribunal was legality of imposition of penalty on

an employee of a company whereas allegation about duty evasion was made against

the company. ln the present case, the issue is not betvveen employer and employee . lt

is between two different independent entities entering into business transaction.

6.1 .1 M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd. have also cited judgment of the Hon'ble Apex Court

in the case of M/s Badruddin Jiwani reported as 1990 (47) ELf 161 even when ratio can

not be applied in the present case as investigation has brought out the fact that the

importer and they have acted dishonestly. I find that despite knowing that the

notification mentioned in the Bill of Entry was not available to the importer, the benefit

under notification was claimed by M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd. while filing Bills of Entry

and this was done with intent to evade payment of duty.

6.1.2 tt//s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd. in their defence reply stated to cross examine Shri

Rahesh Kumar on the premise that the statement of co-noticee cannot be relied

whereas show cause notice is not based only on the statement of Shri Rahesh Kumar

of NBAPL. The amount of duty has been paid by NBAPL even before issue of show

cause notice. Subsequently, authorised representative of M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd.

appeared in personal hearing on 10.11.2020 and demand for cross examination was

withdrawn.

6.2 M/sA.S Clearing & Forwarding Pvt. Ltd., and M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd.,also in

their defence replies have contended that they had filed Bills of Entry as instructed by

NPCL. lfind that this argument establishes their complicity in the offence. NPCL was

not entitled to claim IGST exemption under Notification no.55/2018-Cus dated

26.7.2018, then they should not have claimed IGST exemption benefit while filing Bills

of Entry. As responsible Customs Brokers, they had obligations to fulfill A Customs

Broker is not merely an agent of the importer but he also has responsibility towards the

department. A Customs Broker should have refrained from filing Bills of Entry claiming

wrong exemption. l, therefore, find that the argument put forward by the Customs

Brokers is not tenable.

7. lt is a fact that effect of any notification grantrng full or partial exemption from

payment of duty is given from the date on which it is made applicable until and unless rt

is made with retrospective effect. lt needs to be kept in mind that Bills of Entry are filed

electronically. The proviso to Section a6 (1) of the Customs Act,1962 provides that the

Principal Commissioner or Commissioner of Customs may, in cases where it is not

feasible to make entry by presenting electronically, allow an entry , to be presented rn

any other manner. When, entry of goods has to be electronically presented, it is logical

to draw conclusion that such electronic system gets updated the moment exemption
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notification comes into effect. lt is also a fact that Directorate General of System which

is tasked to maintain and to keep the system updated has categorically stated vide letter

Ref No. lV (35)11712014tr53 dated 2610212020 that "a// updation rn /CES is done

through the Directory Management Slfes and made applicable uniformly at the same

date and time at all EDI locations. Further, based on TRU claification with regard to

calculation of IGST payable on Urea lmports based on the Pool lssue Price lssued by

Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers, certain amendments in calculation of PIP were

made on 15/11/2018 and this Notification was given effect to Urea falling under Tariff

item 32021000. Fufther, as only Fedilizer Marketing Entities were eligible to avail this

benefit, revised calculations were made in ICES so as to enable the application of the

Notification only when the exemption as stipulated in the Notification was claimed." fhis
clarification establishes that benefit of exemption in EDI is processed only when the

same is claimed. lfind that NPCL has claimed this benefit even though they are not

FME and they import Urea for industrial use only.

7.1 lfind that the Customs House Brokers through whom Bills of Entry were filed

have stated on record that they were instructed by NBAPL officials like Shri. Satish

Vishwakarma and/or Jasprlt to file Bills of Entry claiming exemption. This fact

contradicts their argument that due to problem in EDI system, the exemption was

automatically granted. An EDI module working at a particular port is the same across

the country. There can not be two different operative modules at the same time in EDl.

Shri. Rahesh Kumar of NPCL has stated that till November they were not claiming

benefit of exemption notification. Even after November, they did not claim benefit of

exemption at ports except ICD-Tumb. Thus, NPCL was aware about the non availability

of IGST exemption to them, they being not FME.

7.2 I find that NPCL is an importer which can not be categorised as adhoc importer

or first time importer unknown about the Customs procedures. By their own admrssron,

they have been importing Urea for 7 (seven) years. The said exemption was/is

available to the importers who are Fertilizer Marketing Entities. lfind that feigning

ignorance or blaming EDI system for wrong availment of benefit of exemption can't

make NPCL innocent.

7.3 Thefactwhich has not been denied by NPCL that on 4.1.2019 out of five Bills of

Entries filed one each at ICD-Tumb ,Chennai Sea Port ,Mundra Sea Port, ICD-Sonipat

and Nhava Sheva Sea Port, in case of three Bills of Entry (filed at ICD-Tumb , Chennai

Sea Port,Mundra Sea Port ) exemption was claimed whereas in remaining two Bills of

Entry (filed at |CD-Sonipat and Nhava Sheva Sea Port) exemption was not claimed I

further find that the instances have been noticed that the same Customs Broker viz.

M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd. operating at Mundra Port,lCD-Tumb and Nhava Sheva has

filed Bills of Entry sometimes claiming benefit of exemption notification and some trme
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not. One such instance has been explained in Para 4.3.2 of the show cause notice I

find that NPCL or their sister concern NBAPL as well as Customs Brokers are not

new.. They are long time importers and Customs Brokers are also working for long time.

7.4 As already recorded in the foregoing para, M/s M R Shipping Pvt. Ltd. and [r//s A

S Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Pvt. Ltd. have also stated that they used to send check

list to NPCL/NBAPL as importer for approval and file Bill of Entry only after gettlng

approval. The claim of exemption goes through various stages. The Check-list is

prepared by Customs Broker on the strength of documents given by the importer, which

is approved by the importer. Bill of Entry is then filed and duty payment is made and

then bill is raised by Customs Broker to the importer for the services rendered by them

and hence, there are reasons to believe that claiming IGST exemption was a mutually

agreed upon decision.

8. The goods which are cleared without payment of duty or on short payment of

duty become offending goods because appropriate duty has not been paid. This is a

settled legal position. ln the present case before me the goods were cleared clarmrng

IGST exemption which was not available and thereby duty was short paid by the

importer making such goods offending goods. When the issue came to light, NPCL paid

duty without protest. On conjoint reading of provisions of Section 17(1) and Section

46(4) of the Customs Act,1962, makes it clear that the importer was required to self

assess the duty payable and make correct declaration in the Bill of Entry filed for such

imported goods. ln the present case wrong and misleading declarations were made by

the importer and Customs Brokers which caused short payment of duty. I , therefore,

hold that the goods are liable to confiscation under Section 1'1 1(m) of the Customs

Act,1962.

8.1 | find that Notification no. 55/2018-Cus dated 26.7.2018 has very clearly stated

that IGST exemption was available to urea sold to Fertilizer Marketing Entity. Hence,

urea on which such exemption was claimed and duty was not paid / short paid, became

offending goods liable to confiscation also under Section 1 1 1(o) of the Customs Act,

1962 .

8.2 lfind that NPCL claimed exemption knowing that exemption was not available to

urea imported by them and cleared the same on short payment of duty, making the

goods liable to confiscation under Section 11 '1(m) and 111 (o) of the Customs Act.

1962. Once confiscation of goods gets traced to Section 111 of the Customs Act, 1962,

their physical availability does not have significance on imposition of redemption ftne

under Section 125 of the Act. Therefore, in the instant case, redemption fine in lieu of

confiscation needs to be imposed even if the imported goods are not available. ln thls

regard, I rely on the judgment of M/s Visteon Automotive Systems lndia Limited
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reported as 2018 (9) G.S.T.L. 142 (Mad.) wherein the Hon'ble Madras High Court has

held that:

" 23. The penalty dtected against the impofter under Section 112 and the

fine payable under Section 125 operate in two different fields. The fine under

Section 125 is in lieu of confiscation of the goods. The payment of fine followed

up by payment of duty and other charges leviable, as per sub-section (2) of

Section 125, fetches relief for the goods from getting confiscated..By subjecting

the goods to payment of duty and other charges, the improper and irregular

impoftation ls sought to be regularised, whereas, by subjecting the goods to

payment of fine under sub-section (1) of Section 125, the goods are saved from

getting confiscated. Hence. the availabilitv of the ooods is not necessarv for

imposing the redemption fine The opening words of Section 125, "Whenever

confiscation of any goods is authorised by this Act ....", brings out the point

clearly. The power to impose redemption fine springs from the authorisation of

confiscation of goods provided for under Section 111 of the Act. When once

power of authorisation for confiscation of goods gets traced to the said Section

111 of the Act, we are of the opinion that the physical availability of goods is not

so much relevant. The redemption fine is in fact to avoid such consequences

flowing from Section 111 only. Hence, the pavment of redemption fine saves the

goods from qettinq confiscated. Hence, their phvsical availabilitv does not have

any significance for imposition of redemption fine under Section 125 of the Act

(Emphasis supplied)

8.3 Accordingly, I am of the considered view that Redemption Fine on the goods

cleared on short payment of duty is imposable in lieu of confiscation of the goods.

9. lfind that proposal has been made in the show cause notice to impose penalty

on NPCL under Section 112(a) and Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962. I would like

to reproduce Section 112 and Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962, which are as

under -

SECITOTV 112. Penalty for improper importation of goods, etc. - Any person,-

(a) who, in relation to any goods, does or omits to do any act which act or

omisslon would render such goods liable to confiscation under section 1 1 1 , or

abets the doing or omission of such an act, or

(b) who acquires possession of or is in any way concerned in carrying, removing,

depositing, harbouring, keeping, concealing, selling or purchasing, or in any other

manner dealing with any goods which he knows or has reason to believe are liable

to confiscation under section 111, shall be liable, -

(i) in the case of goods in respect of which any prohibition is in force

under this Act or any other law for the time being in force. to a

penalty not exceeding the value of the goods or five thousand

rupees, whichever is the greater;
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SECTION 114A. Penalty for shorl-levy or non-levy of duty in certain cases -

Where the dutv has not been levied or has been short-levied or the interest has not

been charged or paid or has been paft paid or the duty or interest has been

erroneously refunded b reason of collusian or an wt lmi ment or

suppresslon of facts, the person who is liable to pav the dutv or interest , as the

case may be, as determined under [sub-section (8) of section 28] shall also be

liable to pav a penaltv equal to the dutv or interest so determined:

Provided that where such duty or interest, as lhe case may be. as

determined under [sub-section (8) of section 28], and the interest payable thereon

under section [28AA], is paid within thitty days from the date of the communication

of the order of the proper officer determining such duty, the amount of penalty

liable to be paid by such person under thls seclion shall be twenty-five per cent of

the duty or interesl as the case may be, so determined:

Provided further that the benefit of reduced penalty under the first proviso

shall be available subject to the condition that the amount of penalty so determined

has a/so been paid within the period of thirty days referred to in that proviso :

Provided also that where anv penaltv has been levied under this section. no

penaltv shall be levied under section 1 12 or section 1 1 4

(Emphasis supplied)

9.1 lfind that I have already recorded findings to the effect that the goods are liable

to confiscation under Section 11 '1(m) and 1 1 1 (o) of the Customs Act, 1962 and any

person who in relation to such goods has done an act which has rendered the goods

liable to confiscation is liable to penalty under Section 1 12 (a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

The goods have been held liable to confiscation and thus, NPCL is liable to penalty

under Section 1 12(a) of the Customs Act, 1 962.
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(ii) in the case of dutiable goods, other than prohibited goods. subJect

to the provisions of section 1 144, to a penalty not exceeding ten per

cent of the duty sought to be evaded or five thousand rupees,

whichever is higher :

Provided that where such duty as determined under sub-

section (8) of section 28 and the interest payable thereon under

section 28AA is paid within thirly days from the date of

communication of the order of the proper officer determining such

duty, the amount of penalty liable to be paid by such person under

this section shall be twenty-five per cent of the penalty so

determined;

(iii)

(iv)

(v)



9.2 Section 114Aot the Customs Act, 1962 deals with penalty for short-levy or non-

Ievy of duty in certain cases, where the duty has not been levied or has been short-

levied by reason of collusion or wilful mis-statement or the suppression of facts and the

person who is liable to pay duty is liable to pay penalty equal to the duty so

determined. Hence, Section 114A can be invoked where the duty has been short paid

due to suppression of facts etc. if the ingredients specified in Section 1 14A of the

Customs Act are present in the case.

9.3 I find that it has been established that NPCL has short paid Customs duty

(Additional duty of Customs equal to IGST) on goods imported by them despite knowing

that the benefit of exemption claimed by them was not available to them. Customs

Brokers have categorically stated that they got confirmation from NPCL to file Bllls of

Entry claiming exemption under Notification no. 55/2018-Cus dated 26.7.2018. All three

Customs Brokers who are co-noticees (located at different places in the country) have

stated so. NPCL's intention to evade payment of duty gets highlighted from the fact that

they did not pay duty when non availability of benefit came to their notice when

notification became operational in the ICEGATE system in July, 2018. They chose to

remain silent and when investigation started, they paid up the amount in the months of

September and October, 20191 During the course of Personal Hearing, Customs

Brokers were very categorical in submissions that they had informed about non

availability of IGST exemption but they did not pay IGST in many Bills of Entry. They

went one step further and took credit of IGST whenever they paid IGST as informed by

them in their defence reply dated 18.9.2020. I find the act of NPCL show their blatant

disregard for the law. I hold that NPCL intentionally evaded customs duty and therefore,

they are liable to penalty equal to duty short paid, under Section 1144 of the Customs

Act, 1962.

9.4 As per proviso to Section 114A of the Customs Act, '1962 i.e where any penalty

has been imposed under this section, no penalty shall be imposed under Section 112 or

Section 114 of the Customs Act, 1962. Since I have decided to impose penalty under

Section 114A of the Customs Act, '1962 and hence, no penalty is imposable on NPCL

under Section 1 '12(a) of the Customs Act, 1 962.

10. The show cause notice also proposes penalty on NPCL under Section 1'14AA of

the Customs Act, 1962, which reads as under -

SECITON 114AA. Penalty for use of false and incorrect material. - lf a person

knowingly or intentionally makes, signs or uses, or causes lo be made, signed or

used, any declaration, statement or document which is false or incorrect in any

material particular, in the transaction of any business for the purposes of this Act,

shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five times the value of goods.
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'10.1 I find that in the present case NPCL knowingly caused to make declaration in the

form of Bill of Entry which was incorrect. 'Person'has been defined in Section 3(42) of

the General Clauses Act,1897 as under ;

"person" shall include any company or association or body of individuals,

whether incorporated or not;

Hence, as per definition in the General Clauses Act, 1897, NPCL is also |iable to

penalty under Section 'l 14AA of the Customs Act,1962.

10.2 Shri. Nandan Agarwal was CEO as well as Managing Director of NPCL and was

directly responsible for wrongly claiming exemption, not available to them. Hence, Shri.

Nandan Agarwal is liable to penalty under Section 112(a) and Section 114AA of the

Customs Act,1962.

11. As far as role of Customs Brokers is concerned, lfind that they are also

responsible for short payment of duty. ln the case of Sri Kamatchi Agencies reported as

2001(12) ELT 29 , the Hon'ble Madras High Court has held as under ,

"The very purpose of granting a licence to a person to act as Customs House

Agent is for transacting any business relating to the entry or departure of

conveyance or the impoft or expott of goods at any customs station. For that

purpose, under Regulation I necessary examination is conducted to test the

capability of the person in the matter of preparation of various documents

detemination of value procedures for assessmenl and payment of duty. the

extent to which he is conversant with the provisions of certain enactments. etc.

Therefore, the grant of licence to act as a Customs House Agent has got a

definite purpose and intent. On a reading of the Regulations relating to the grant

of licence to act as Cusfoms House Agent, I is seen that while Customs House

Agent should be in a position fo acl as agent for the transaction of any business

relating to the entry or depafture of conveyance or the impoft or expott of goods

at any customs station, he should also ensure that he does not act as an aqent

for carryinq on cerlain illeqal activities of anv of the DE rsons who avail his

servlces as Cusfoms House Aqent. ln such circumstances , the person playing

the role of Customs House Agent has got greater responsibility. The very

prescription that one should be conversant with the various procedures including

the offences under the Cusfoms Act to act as a Cusroms House Agent would

show that while acting as Cusloms House Agent, he should not be a cause for

violation of those provisions. A CHA cannot be permitted lo mlsuse his position

as a CHA bv takinq advantaoe of h/s access to the Deoaftment. The granl of

licence to a person to act as Customs House Agent is lo some exlenl to asslst

the Department with the various procedures such as scrutinizing the various

documents to be presented in the course of transaction ofbusrness for entry and

exit of conveyances or the impod or expotT of the goods. ln such circumslances,

great confidence is reposed in a Custom House Agent..."
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(Emphasis supplied)

11.1 lfind that in the present case, both Customs Brokers despite knowing that the

benefit of IGST exemption was not available to NBAPL continued to claim IGST

exemption incorrectly with intent to evade payment of Customs duty! I find that

continuous filing of Bills of Entry claiming exemption not available under Notification no.

55/2018-Cus dated 26.7.2018 was a conscious decision, only to evade payment of duty

by the importer. Hence, I find that all three Customs Brokers are liable to penalty under

Section 112(a) and also under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, '1962 in the facts of

the case.

11.2 I find that by intentionally making wrong declaration before Customs with intent

to evade payment of additional duty of Customs equal to IGST by virtue of provisron of

Section 3(7) of Customs Tariff Act, 1975 , NPCL, Shri Nandan Agarwal and both

Customs Brokers are liable to penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act,1962.

The role played by each of them in making wrong declaration is vital and detrimental to

the cause of the Govt. revenue. However, the fact that the importer NPCL has paid

entire duty amount even before issue of show cause notice can not be overlooked. I am,

therefore, inclined to take lenient view while imposing penalty under Section '1 14AA of

the Customs Act, 1962.

12. ln view of the facts and circumstances of the case, I pass the following orders -

12.1

(A)

i.

-: ORDER:-

For imports made through ICD-Tumb :-

ln respect of NPCL -

I hold that exemption from payment of IGST claimed on imported "SCR Urea" is

not available to NPCL under Notification No. 55/2018-Cus dated 2610712018.

I confirm demand of Rs 43,99,483/- (Rupees Forty Three Lakh Ninety Nine

thousand Four Hundred and Eighty Three only), as detailed in Annexure - ll aB to

the impugned show cause notice. Since, the amount has already been paid vide

TR 6 Challan No. Nil dated 30.09.2019, the said amount is appropriated against

the demand confirmed above;

I order NPCL to pay interest, on demand confirmed and appropriated above,

under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962;

I confiscate urea imported by NPCL vide Bill of Entry listed in Annexure-ll A

under Section 1 1 1 (m) and 1 1 1 (o) of the Customs Act, 1962 and impose

Redemption Fine of Rs. 5,00,000/- (Rupees Five Lakhs only) under Section 125

(1) of the Customs Act,1962 in lieu of confiscation;

I impose penalty of Rs 43,99,483/- (Rupees Forty Three Lakh Ninety Nine

thousand Four Hundred and Eighty Three only) under Section '1 14A of the

t.
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Customs Act, 1962. However, if interest and reduced penalty are paid within 30

days from receipt of this order, then penalty would be reduced to 25% of above

penalty since duty has already been paid;

Since penalty under Section 114A has been imposed, I do not impose penalty

under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962;

I impose penalty of Rs. 5,00,0001 (Rupees Five Lakhs only) under Section

114AA of the Customs Act,'1962 on NPCL.

(B) ln respect of M/s M R Shipping Private Ltd., Customs Broker:-

i. I impose penalty of Rs.'l ,00,000L (Rupees One Lakh only) under Section

112(aXii) of the CustomsAct,1962 on M/s M R Shipping Private Ltd.;

ii. I impose penalty of Rs.50,000/- ( Rupees Fifty Thousand only) under Section

114AA of the Customs Act,1962 on M/s M R Shipping Private Ltd.

12.2 ln respect of goods imported at Chennai Sea Port (Ghennai-lV

Commissionerate): -

(A) ln respect of NPCL :-

i. I deny exemption from payment of IGST on the imported "SCR Urea" to NPCL

under Notification No. 55/2018-Cus dated 2610712018;

ii. I confirm demand of Rs.19,57,3761 (Rupees Nineteen Lakhs Fifty Seven

Thousand Three Hundred Seventy Six only), as detailed in Annexure-ll B to the

impugned show cause notice. Since, the amount has already been paid vide TR

6 Challan No. Nil dated 30.09.2019, the same is appropriated against the above

demand confirmed;

iii. I order NPCL to pay interest, on demand confirmed and appropriated above,

under Section 28AA of the Customs Act, 1962;

iv. I confiscate urea imported by NPCL vide Bill of Entry as listed in Annexure-ll B

under Section 11 1(m) and 11 1(o) of the Customs Act, 1962 and rmpose

Redemption Fine of Rs. 2,00,000/- (Rupees Two Lakhs only) under Section 125

(1) of the Customs Act,1962 in lieu of confiscation;

v. I impose penalty of Rs.1 9,57,376/- (Rupees Nineteen Lakhs Fifty Seven

Thousand Three Hundred Seventy Six only) under Section '1 14,A of the Customs

Act,1 962. However, if they pay interest along with reduced penalty within 30 days

from receipt of this order, then penalty will be reduced lo 25o/o of above penalty

as per proviso to Section 114A of Customs Act, 1962 since duty has already

been paid;

vi. Since penalty under Section 1144 has been imposed, I do not impose penalty

under Section 1 12(a) of the Customs Act, 1 962;

vii. I impose penalty of Rs. 2,00,0001 (Rupees Two Lakhs only) under Section

114A4 of the Customs Act, 1962.
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(B) ln respect of M/s A.S. Clearing & Forwarding (lndia) Private Ltd., Customs

Broker:-

i. limpose penalty of Rs.1,00,000/- (Rupees One Lakh only) under Section

112(a)(ii) of the Customs Act,1962 on M/s A.S. Clearing & Fonruarding (lndia)

Private Ltd.;

ii. I impose penalty of Rs.50,000/- ( Rupees Fifty Thousand only) under Section

114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 on M/s A.S. Clearing & Fonrarding (lndia)

Private Ltd.

12.3

(A)

i.

.

vlt

For imports made through Mundra Port -

ln respect of NBAPL -

I deny exemption to NPCL from payment of IGST on imported "SCR Urea" under

Notification No. 55/2018-Cus dated 26107 12018;

I confirm demand of Rs. 19,47,216- (Rupees Nineteen Lakhs Forty Seven

Thousand Two Hundred and Sixteen only), as detailed in Annexure-ll C to the

impugned show cause notice. Since, the amount has already been paid vide TR

6 Challan No. MP&SEZ/19-20 dated 1.10.2019, the same is appropriated against

the demand confirmed above;

I order NPCL to pay interest, on demand confirmed and appropriated above,

under Section 2BAA of the Customs Act,1962;

I confiscate urea imported by NPCL vide Bill of Entry as listed in Annexure-ll C

under Section '1 11(m) and 1 11(o) of the Customs Act, 1962 and impose

Redemption Fine of Rs.2,00,000/- (Rupees Two Lakhs only) under Section 125

(1) of the Customs Act,1 962 in lieu of confiscation;

I impose penalty of Rs. 19,47,216- (Rupees Nineteen Lakhs Forty Seven

Thousand Two Hundred and Sixteen only) under Section 114A of the Customs

Act, 1962. However, if interest and reduced penalty are paid within 30 days from

receipt of this order, then penalty would be reduced lo 25o/o of above penalty

since duty has already been paid;

Since penalty under Section 114A has been imposed, I do not impose penalty

under sectlon 1 12(a) of the Customs Act, 1 962.

I impose penalty of Rs. 2,00,000/- (Rupees Two Lakhs only) under Section

114AA of the Customs Act,1962.

(B) ln respect of M/s M R Shipping Private Ltd., Customs Broker:-

i. I impose penalty of Rs.1 ,00,0001 (Rupees One Lakh only) under Section

1 12(aXii) of the Customs Act,1962 on M/s M R Shipping Private Ltd ,

ii. I impose penalty of Rs.50,0001 ( Rupees Fifty Thousand only) under Sectron

114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 on M/s M R Shipping Private Ltd.
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'12.5 Shri Nandan Aganaral, Director of NPCL -

i. I impose penalty of Rs.5,00,0001 (Rupees Five Lakhs only) on Shri Nandan

Agarwal under Section I 12(a)(ii) of the Customs Act,1 962;

ii. I impose penalty of Rs. 1,00,000r (Rupees One Lakh only) on Shri Nandan

Agarwal under Section 114AA of the Customs Act,1962.

'12.6 lf NPCL pays interest under Section 28AA and also reduced penalty within 30

days from the date of receipt of this order, the amount of penalty imposed on

NPCL shall be reduced to 25o/o of the penalty imposed on them under Section

114A as per proviso to this Section since duty has already been paid by them as

stated in the impugned show cause notice.

,l (Kuma( a nt
Principal Commissioner

Dale.29 01 2021

By Speed Post AD

To:
1,

Shri Nandan Agarwal, Director, M/s Nandan Petrochem Limited C-201, Lotus
Corporate Park, Ram Mandir Lane, Jay Coach Junction, Western Express
Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai-400 063.

M/s M.R. Shipping Pvt. Limited,
No,505, 5th Floor, Neptune Uptown,
N.S.Road, Opp. Post Office,
Muland (West),
Mumbai - 400 080.

l\,4/s A.S.Clearing and Foruarding flndial Private Limited,
old No.84, New No.173, '1't Floor,
Linghi Chetty Street,
Chennai - 600 001.

Copy for information and necessary action to -

The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Gujarat Customs Zone, Ahmedabad
The Additional Director General, DRl, Chennai Zonal Unit, Chennai
The Additional/Joint Commissioner of Customs, Custom House, Chennai lV
Commissionerate, No.60, Rajaji Salai, Chennai-600 001.
The Additional/ Joint Commissioner of Customs, Mundra, 58, Port User Building,
lvlundra Port, Mundra, Kutch- 37 0421
The Deputy Commissioner of Customs, ICD-Tumb
The Superintendent, System, Customs, HQ (in PDF format) for uploading the
order on the website of Ahmedabad Customs Commissionerate
Guard File
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M/s Nandan Petrochem Limited,
C-201, Lotus Corporate Park, Ram Mandir Lane, Jay Coach Junction, Western
Express Highway, Goregaon (East), Mumbai-40O 063.


